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Abstract 
The purpose of thi s study was to explore factors 
• 
related to the resettlement of migrant adults in New 
York State . 
Differences  among groups of resettled , intrastate ,  
and interstate migrant adult s  were analyzed in the . areas 
·, 
of  formal education received , reading ac,hievement , atti -
tude s toward reading , and soci o e conomic and cultural 
factors chosen as important reasons for re settlement . 
Two questi onnaires were developeQ by the re searcher to  
aid in  thi s study . Possible relationships between atti� 
tudes toward reading and reading achievement , between 
reading achievement and formal education ,  and between 
attitude s toward reading and sex were al so explored . 
Signifi cant differences  were found among the three 
groups in years of formal education c ompleted� Also  
significant difference s  were found for eighteen of  the 
twenty socioeconomic and cultural reasons for resettle -
ment teste d .  
From this study one can c onclude that the ma j ori ty 
of migrant adults sampled aspire to careers o·ther than 
in agricul�ural labor for themselves and for their chil ­
'dren but must overcome low levels o f  educational a.ttain-
. 
ment and even lower levels of reading achievement in order 
to reali ze these goals .  
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Chapter I 
Statement ·of the Problem 
• 
In New York State, as across the country, mechani-
zation and agricultural technology are drastically de­
creasing the need for migrant farmworkers (Ellenbrook & 
Enoch, 1974; Lynch & Smith, 1976; McElroy, 1971). Machines 
are being designed to plant, thin, weed, and harvest 
farm produce. Agricultural research is exploring ways 
to make soft fruit harder so it can be picked mechanically. 
Some farmer.s are abandoning crops which still requirB 
migrant labor in favor of more profitable machine-harvested 
crops. 
In spite of the declining job market for migrant 
workers, their numbers are not decreasing proportionally. 
In fact, after a steady decrease in. the number of migrant 
workers in the United States in the late 1960's, their 
numbers have risen again, from 186, 000 in 1971 to 209,000 
in 1974 ("_An Assessment of, " Vol. 1, 1976). As the number 
of migrant ,�rkers rises, so does their. rate of unemploy­
ment. Obviously, the advances in agricultural technology -· 
and mechanization mentioned above are major factors in 
increasing unemployment among migrant workers. However, 
-------·----., 
,. 
2 
· -- -- -other fact�ors are also involved. More and more agri cul -
tural labor is  being done by full-time 1 year--round agri -
cultural workers rather than by migrant workers . Another 
factor is that as the general rate of unemployment in the 
United States  ri ses , former migrants and other unempl oyed 
.. . .. 
�ersons leave home in search of  agricultural work, swelling 
the ranks of migrant workers . Finally , the criti cally 
high unemployment rate in Mexi c o  cause s a flo od of illegal 
aliens from Mexico  to  seek work in agriculture north of 
the border .  
In his remarks before the National Manpower Advisory 
Committee , McElroy ( 1 971 · )  commente d  that "de spi.te much 
publicity , · many hearings , some legi slative effort and some 
minor accomplishments in recent years , migr�nts remain 
one of the, mo st disadvantaged and impoveri shed groups in 
the land" ( p. 1 ) . In 1 974 , the average American family 
income was four time s as great, as that of  the average 
migrant family - $1 2 , 836 compare d to $3 , 097 . U . S. poverty 
guid eline s set $4,300 as the minimum ne eded to support 
a rural family of four . In addition ,  the gap is wi dening 
as the average u.s� family income grows more rapidly than 
the average Jn;i.grant family inc ome ( "An Assessment of , " 
Vol. 2, 1976 ) .  
The oversupply o f  migrant labor keeps wages low .  Earning 
�- i 
.. 
' . 
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power is  further decreased by working by the hour or by 
th e piece ; work stoppage s due to late planting , damaged 
c rops , inclement weather ,  or insecticide spraying ; moving 
.. 
from place to place; in juri e s ; and health problems .  
Migrant workers ' income al so suffers from limited 
l egi slative protection .  A report publi shed by Inter-
· 
.. American Research Associates  ( "An A ssessment of , "  Vol . 1, 
1976) draws attention to the di sparity in legi slative 
protection of labor . The Nati onal Labor Relations A ct 
guaranteeing the right t� c ollective bargaining and union­
ization exclude s farmworkers . The Fair Labor Standards 
Act sets minimum wages and minimum age s  for work . Stan­
dards for wages  and age requirements are both l ower for 
agri cultural workers than for other types of workers . In 
addition ,  farmworkers are not entitled to overtime benefits. 
r 
Under the Federal Unemployment Tax , farmworkers are not 
c overed by unemployment compensation .  The Workmen ' s  
Compensation Act all ows individual state s to either include 
or exclude farmworkers from c overage . Even where legi slative 
protecti on for migrant workers ex� sts , migrants often face  
barri ers to  receipt of  servi c e s . 
In addition to their dire e conomic conditi ons , farm-
workers are c onsidered to have the poore st·physical and 
mental health of any group in the l!nited States ( "An 
., 
-� .. � -- . 
4 
Assessment of," Vol. 2, 1976). The average lifespan of 
a farmworker is 49 years, 20 years below the national 
average. The most common health problems among migrant 
• 
w�rkers include malnutrition, hypertension, diabetes, 
venershldisease, tuberculosis, and gastrointestinal and 
respirator;y ___ !?rC?�lem�-� Moreover, hospitalization rates 
for accidents are 50% higher for farmworkers than the 
national average. 
The education of migrant children has been viewed 
as a means of breaking out of the cycle of poverty. Since 
the passage. of the Migrant Amendment to the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act in 1966, which first specifi­
cally earmarked federal funds for the-education of migrant 
children, considerable research has been reported con-
cerning their educational disadvantages. Researchers 
report a 90% to 99% high school dropout rate among migrant 
youth ( "An Assessment of, Vol. 1, 1976; Lynch & Smith, 
1976). Lynch and Smith state that migrant children are 
usually two or more grade levels below·their classmates 
in reading. Children may .atterid as many as eleven differ­
ent schools in the cdurse of one year. Such a loss of 
continuity in education leads to frustrated learning and 
a poor self image as a learner. Reports on the average 
educational attainment of migrant workers have ranged 
from the low sixth grade level published by InterAmerican 
�--.. -- .. ---... �.:) 
{ 
Research Associates { "An Ass essment of, " Vol. 1, 1 976 ) 
to a high of 8 . 6  years of education claimed by the Cabinet 
Committee on Opportunities for Spanish Speaking People • 
• 
The latter group also revealed a 17% functional illiteracy 
rate among migrants. In s pite of all the academic and 
economic problems, in a sample of 441 migrant students , 
over 90% express ed a desire to stay in school (Fuentes, 
1 97 5 ) . 
Each year approximately 8, 000 interstate migrants 
' 
enter New York State during the harvesting �nd process ing 
s eason from June to November ( Lynch & Smith, 1 976 ) . They 
include Mexican Americans from Florida and Texas, bla?k� 
and whites f'rom southern states, Puerto Ricans and Jamaicans 
recruited in crews to work in food processing plants and 
in harvesting, and Algonquin Indians fro'm Quebec who work 
primarily on mink farms. Locally, in a report compiled 
by the National Migrant Information Clearinghouse, in 
1 974 the migrant populations entering Monroe and Orleans 
Counties numbered 400 and 6oo respective�y. They worked 
for estimated hourly w�ges of $1 . 50 to $2 .00 . Migrant 
workers were employed to harves t the following crops within 
the two-county area: apples , broccoli, brussel sprouts, 
/ 
cabbage, cantaloupes, carrots, cauliflower, celery, grapes, 
green peas, green peppers, lettuce, onions, peaches, pears, 
5 
. ....,.. __ ... ·-� ...... ,. .. _� 
6 
potatoe
's, .. snap._bearis; spinach, strawberries, sweet cherries, 
sweet corn, tart cherries, and tomatoes. 
" 
Each year some migrant families are willing and able 
to resettle in an area and to leave the migrant stream 
while others continue to follow the crops in pursuit of 
work. The purpose of this study is to explore factors 
related to the resettlement of migrant adults in New York 
State. More explicitly, answers to the following questions 
will be sought: 
1 )  Have resettled migrant adults completed more years 
of formal education -than 'interstate or intrastate migrant 
adults? 
2) Do resettled migrant adults have higher reading 
achievement or greater proficiency in oral English than 
interstate or intrastate migrant adults? 
3 ) Do resettled migrant adults have more positive 
attitudes toward reading than do interstate or j,ntrastate 
migrant adults? 
4 )  Do migrant adults with higher reading achievement 
scores have more positive attitudes toward reading than 
do migrant adults with lower achievement scores? 
5 )  Have migrant adults with higher reading achievement 
scores completeq. more years of formal education than migrant 
Purpose 
7 
-ad.u:lts -'-w1. th.--lo-wer·l�eading achievement sc ore s? 
6 )  Do female migrant adults have more po sitive atti ­
tude s toward reading than male migrant apults? 
• 
7) What factors have the most influenc e over a migrant 
adult ' s  decision to resettle in New York State? 
Need for the 
In spite of the c onsiderable amount of  research 
reported during the last decade c oncerning the education 
of migrant children,  to date negligible re search exi sts 
c oncerning the educati on of migrant adults . There are 
many reasons for this . Federal funds have been c oncen-
tra-ted upon programs geared to keep migrant children "in 
s chool rather than educating their parents . It i s  generally 
very difficult to involve migrant adults in educati onal 
programs. The lack o f  public or private transportati on 
on the bac�roads of rural countie s  prevents migrant par­
ticipation in exi sting adult basic education programs or 
even an awarene s s  of what soc ial and educati onal programs 
are available {Lynch & Smith , 1 976 ) . In addition , the 
l ong work hours during peak growing seasons leave little 
time or energy for study . Migrants al so are frequent�y 
plagued by health and alcohol problems . The adult migrant 
wh o does seek further vocational training or education 
very rarely remains in the same c ommunity long enough to 
Study 
-......... � . .: ........... 
8 
c omplete ·his  course of  study . 
As the number of uhemployed and underemployed migrant 
workers increase annually , it  i s  imperative to  provide 
the education and/or occupationa1 retraining that the se 
adults and youth need to  find work in other occupations 
( Lynch & S!!:i�h,- ,_ 1 97 �6� . And since the average age o f  the 
migrar.t work force is very young ( 50% to 6o% of the workers 
are under 25 , according to a 1976  report published by 
InterAmeri can Research Associate s ) , it would appear· that 
the ma jority have the potential o f  establi shing a long-
term second career i f  they leave the migrant stream . 
The Adult Education Act enacted on July 1 ,  1 969 , was 
designed to  provide adults with instruction below the 
c ollege level and to make available the means to secure 
training that would " enable them to become more employable , 
productive , and re sponsible citizens " ( Nave , 1974 , p .  2 ) . 
At least two assumpti ons are inherent in thi s  legi slation.  
First , it  is  believed that adults  who fail to achi eve at 
least the equivalent of  a high school educati on are less  
able to  achieve a standard of living c omparable to adults 
who graduated from high school . Second , it  i s  assumed 
'that high schooi dropouts are less  able to contribute to 
the community ec onomy and are more likely to rec e ive public  
assistance than high s chool graduates . In fact , Nave 
( 197 4·) reported that a low level o f  educati onal attainment 
-···'"> 
• 
I ·-·--·· -·---,_�; 
. . 
- •
.• ·o<t
-- .... 
_ .. _ 
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--···· 
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i s  usually found to be characteristic o f  persons in low 
income c'ategories . Since migrant workers as a group remain 
one of the most disadvantaged and impoveri shed in the 
• 
United States (McElroy , 1 971 ·; Thedinger , 1 976 ) , i s  it 
possible that those migrant workers who are willing and 
able to leave the migrant stream for other type s o f  employ-
ment have completed more years of educati on or pos s e s s  
higher de·grees  of reading achi evement than those who 
c ontinue to migrate to find work? 
Research studie s  exploring the relationship between 
s cholastic achievement and attitudes  toward school have 
been c ontradictory and inc onclusive . Although it se ems 
logi cal to assume that students who have done well  in 
school would have more positive attitude s toward it while 
those who have done poorly would have the opposite , such 
a belief has not b�en substantially documented . After a 
review of the literature , Neale , Gill , and Tismi ( 1 970 ) 
c oncluded that while overall attitudes ·toward school may 
have no re lationship to achievement , perhaps attitudes  
t'oward specific  sub jects do . 
Alexander and Filler ( 1976 ) have summarized the 
. research find-ings in regard to c orrelati ons between reading 
achi evement-and attitude s  toward reading . Here , too , 
studies have been confli cting and inconclusive . Studies  
by Hansbury ( 1 973 ) and A skov and Fischback ( 1973 ) suggest 
9 
I - � -- -··-
1 0  
relationships between higher achievement and more positive 
attitudes .  Other studi e s  by Groff (1 962 ) , Heal ey (1 963 ) , 
and Johnson (1 964) suggest that atti tude s may affe c t  
.. 
achievement . Students may als o  improve concurrently in 
both areas . Moreover , research by Greenberg (1 965) and 
B ernstein (197 2 )  has sh own no signi ficant relati onship 
between achi evement and attitude s .  Most of the research 
in thi s area to date has been c onducted at the elementary 
level . The relationship between the reading achi evement 
and atti tudes toward reading of  adult basic educati on 
s tudents has remained Nirtually unexplored . 
Research in the area of s ex differenc e s  in att i tude s  
toward reading has had mixed re sults . Some research has 
suggested that , in general , girl s may have more favorable 
attitudes  toward reading·than boys (Askov & Fischback, 
1 973; ·Hansen , 1 96 9 ;  Johnson , 1 964 ;  Kennedy & Balinski , 
1 97 5 ) . However , other studie s  have found no signifi cant 
di fferences in attitudes toward reading betwe en· boys and 
girls (Denny & Weintraub , 1966 ; Greenberg et  al . ,  1 965) . 
The question of sex . di fferenc e s  in attitudes toward reading 
among adult basic educati on students has not been explored 
.ei ther. 
Clea"!·ly then , the need for re search in the areas of 
reading achi evement and attitud e s  t oward reading among 
migrant adults exists . Other possible factors related 
1 1  
t o  re settlement o f  migrant workers should also b e  explored . 
De finition o f  Terms 
• 
An interstate i s  a person who has moved within 
the past year across st'ate boundaries· in order that he/ 
she or another member of  the immediate family might secure 
temporary ··ar s'easonal employment in agriculture/fi shing 
or in related food proce ssing act�vitie s  ( "Migrant Education 
76," 1 -976) . 
An intrastate i s  a person who has moved within 
. the past year across school di stri ct boundaries  within 
a state in order that he/she or another member of the 
immediate family might secure temporary or seasonal em­
ployment in agriculture/fi shing or in related food pro­
c essing activitie s  ( "Migrant Education 76," 1'976) . 
A res ettled is  a person who has migrated 
across  state or school distri ct  boundari es  as defined 
above but has ceased to migrate in the past five years 
and has settled in an area where a program for migrant 
children i s  provided ( "Migrant Education 76," 1976) . 
Years of  formal educati on refers to the last grade 
_c ompleted in a public or private elementary or sec ondary 
school . 
n:igrant 
~~~~~migrant 
,• 
....• , ... .. ...,..."*"'• -· . 
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Limitati ons 
� 
The sub j ects will c onsi st o f  81 migrant workers who 
have voluntarily participated in adult basic  education 
• 
tutorial instructi on offered by Migrant Educa�ion Centers 
at the State University C ollege s o f  New York at Brockport , 
Fredonia , New Paltz , and One onta- . Since the sample was 
not randomly selecte-d J- i:t- may not be a representative 
gr.oup of migrant adults and c onclusions drawn from thi s  
study may not b e  extended t o  migrant workers in general 
without further repearch . 
Due .to a de-cl�ning demand f.or migr,ant labor and ?ising 
une�ployment among migrant workers , it i s  evident that 
increasing numbers o f  migrants will be se eking work in 
other oc cupations . Educators and outreach workers who 
deal with migrant workers are o ften �erplexed by the fact 
that each year some families are able to resettle in a 
c ommunity for year-round living while others , who al so  
verbali ze  a desire to re settle , continue their patterns 
o f  moving from place to place . What di stinguishe s the 
migrant workers who actually manage to re�ain from tho se 
who only �rofess  to want to do so? Thi s study attempts 
to  locate factors related to the re settl ement of  migrant 
workers in New York State . 
Summary 
1.3 
Chapter· II 
Review of the Literature 
This study seeks to integrate several variables in 
an effort to explore factors related to the resettlement 
of migrant adults. Years of formal education, reading 
achievement, and attitudes 'toward reading among three 
distinct migrant groups will be analyzed and relation-
ships among the three variables will also be sought. 
In synthesizing the literature relevant to this 
study,, it seems pertine.nt to d::\. vide the discussion into 
two major areas: attit4des and adult basic edu9ation. 
Within the ·area of attitudes wiil be discussed the defini-
tion and measurement of attitudes, attitudes toward read-
ing in particular, and th� relationship of attitudes 
toward reading to such variables as intelligence, age, 
sex, socioeconomic status, hqme environment, and reading 
achievement. Within the area of adult basic education 
will be discussed the characteristics of adult basic 
education participants, theiJ;· achievement and factors 
related to it, and the effects of participation upon the 
C!-dult students. 
�· 
• 
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Attitude s  
De finiti on and Measurement 
"Atti tude. " During the past fifty years , res•earchers 
have repeatedly attempted to re fine the conceptuali zation 
of  this  term as they h.ave also sought a means to  measure 
it. Witne ss the variati ons in its  ·definition :  
1 )  "a mental and neural state of readine ss. or­
gani zed through experi ence , exerting direc ­
tive or dynamic influence upon the individ ­
ual ' s  response to all ob j ects and situati ons 
with which it· i.s related " ( Allport , 1 935 , 
p. 7 9 8 ) . 
2 )  "an enduring organi zati on of motivati onal , 
emotiqnal , perceptual , and cognitive pro ­
cesses with respect to  some aspe ct of the 
individual ' s  world'" ( Krech & C rutchfield , 
1 948 , p .  1 52 ) . 
J) "a di spositional readiness  to  re spond to 
c ertain situations , persons , or ob j e cts in 
a consi stent manner whi ch has been learned , 
and has bec ome one ' s  typi cal mode of re -
sponse" ( Guilford , 1 9 54 , p. 596 ) . · 
4 )  "an emoti onal tendency , organi zed through 
experience , to react po si tively or nega­
tively toward a psychol ogical ob j e ct . . .  or 
• . •  fe elings for or something" 
( Remmers , 1955 , p .  
In an effort to synthesi z e  the wide vari ety of defini ­
tions and interpretati ons , Summers ( 1 970 ) has .summari zed 
four areas of substantial agreement concerning attitudes . 
... 
First , an atti tude i s  a predisposi tion to  respond to  an 
ob ject rather than the actual behavi or toward it. Second , 
atti tudes are persistent over time. The al terati on of  
against· 
}62). 
--� .. � .; 
1 5  
_,, ·- - - - ··attitudes ;-··especially strongly held one s , requires sub­
stantial pre ssure . Third , atti tudeg greatly contribute 
to  consi stency in behavior . And fourth , attitudes have 
a directi onal quality - positive or negative - in• terms 
of preference  and evaluati ons . 
Attitudes may serve one of  three functi ons , acc ord­
ing to Wie chmann and Wiechmann ( 1 97J ) . Attitude s give 
c ontinuity and structure to an individual ' s  personality .  
They also give meaning t o  a person ' s  daily perceptions 
and activiti e s . Finally , atti tude s serve the individual 
in his attempted soluti on of needs  and assist him in 
achi eving goal.s . 
The act of mea:surement of attitudes requires a pre­
liminary conceptuali zati on of  what i s  to be measured . 
Gardner ( 1 97 5 )  and Summers ( 1 977 ) have criticized much 
of  the research in attitude measurement as lacking an 
underlying theoretical construct . In spite of the varia­
ti ons in definition,  attitude most generally has been 
c onceptuali zed as a learned pre di sposition to re spond 
c onsistently in a favorable or unfavorable manner toward 
an ob je'ct or a class of  ob jects  ( Kothandapani , 1 97 1 ; 
O strom, 1969 ) . However , thi s general definition has been 
frequently critici zed as oversimplified and unidimensional� 
Gradually , attitude has come to be viewed more fre ­
quently as a multidimensional construc t ,  rather than as 
__ ........ -..�. - . 
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an unidimensional one. Due to the cumulative research 
' 
efforts of Allport ( 1 9J5 ) , Harding, Kutner, Proshansky, 
and Chein ( 1 954 ) , Katz and Scotland ( 1 959 ) , Ostrom ( 1 969 ) , 
and Rosenberg and Hovland ( 1960 ) , three distinct �omponents 
or dimensions of attitude have been postulated. The first, 
the affective component of attitude, is composed of emo­
tional and· physiological reactions, favorable to unf'avor-
able feelings, likes or d�slikes. It is this "gut reaction" 
which. has been most frequently ment�oned in general defi­
nitions of attitude. The second component, known.as the 
behavioral or action component, is included because atti-
tudes can be inferred from verbal behavior (responses on 
a �'\Xe'Stiunnaire) or 'from overt nonverbal behavior (noted 
by an observer). The behavioral component refers to 
statements representing supportive to hostile action, 
a reflection of personal action tendencies, past action, 
future intentions, and predicted behavior in hypothetical 
situations. Support for the third component, the cogni­
tive factor, stems from the fact that attitudes differ 
in the extent that they reflect knowledge. The cognitive 
component includes statements representing desirable to 
undesirable qualities of the object in question and beliefs 
about the�object, its characteristics, and relationships 
with other objects. 
The complex research by Ostrom ( 1 969 )  supported the 
..... �--. - . 
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theory of the three separate components of attitudes. 
Using four verbal measures of attitude to ass ess the atti­
tudes toward church of 369  Introduction to Psychology 
.. 
s tudents, he found that. each of the three components 
correlated higher with itself (when meas urm by different 
methods) than it correlated with an.other component (when 
· -
meas ured by different methods ). Also, the verbal behav-
ioral scale was i'ound to be a slightly better predictor 
of overt behavior than a verbal cognitive or a verbal 
affective scale. 
The research of Ostrom was replicated by Kothandapani 
(1971 ) ,  using a more controvers ial subject (birth control) 
and further delimiting the behavioral component as the 
intention to act. Again using four verbal measures 
(Thurstone. method of equally appearing intervals , Likert 
method of summated ratings, Guttman scalogram analysis, 
and Guilford sel-f-ratings) of the three components of 
attitudes, this multitrait multimethod analysis s upported 
the hypothesis that feeling (affective), belief (cognitive), 
and intention to act (behavi?ral) are three distinctly 
different components of attitude. The intention-to-act 
.component, regardless of which attitude meas ure was used, 
was found· to be a better predictor of overt behavior 
(actual birth coptrol usage, in this case) than a verbal 
feeling or verbal belief measure. Kothandapa�i concluded 
1 8  
that this is a possible explanation why earlier attitude 
studies, which used belief items, failed to predict behavior. 
The goal of predicting behavior has been a motivating 
factor in attitude measurement and research. In an anal-
ysis of conditions commbn to situations in whfch the cor-
relations between verbally expressed atti·tudes and actual 
behavior were likely to be high, Crespi ( 1 97 1 )  found that 
improving behavioral prediction required that test items 
have stimulus properties very similar to those present 
in the actual behavioral situation. Also he found that 
correlations between attitudes and behavior were likely 
to be high when attitudes were conceptualized as "higl:lY. 
specific combinations of beliefs, preferences, and inten-
tions, ·each held with varying degrees of intensity" (p. 
333 ) . In other words, correlations were high when at.ti-
tudes were treated as multidimensional, rather than as 
general predisposing variables which are expected to have 
common effects in a wide variety of situations. Although 
Crespi's terminology is different, his three dimensions 
of attitude measurement correspond to the affective, be­
havioral, and cognitive components suggested by Ostrom. 
Attitudes Toward 
Reading has been defined by Robeck and Wilson ( 1 974)  
as a "process of translating signs and symbols into meanings 
·' 
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and incorporating new meanings into existing cognitive 
and affective systems" (p. 1 ) . According to this defini-
tion, the act of reading involves not only· cognitive skills 
but also an intangible affective component. 
Attitudes toward reading are an inextricable part 
of the·reading process. As Strickland ( 1 957 ) so succinctly 
� -- - -
has stated, "A reader, we know, is not a person who can 
read; he is a person who does read" (p. 240 ) . Reading 
skills are reinforced and refined by practice. The 
amo�nt of free time spent reading is dependent upon the 
attitudes of the reader toward reading� In addition, 
success in reading is measured by more than scores on 
standardized achievement tests. How often a person reads 
and how much enjoyment he obtains from reading are also 
important. 
However, there has been a wide variation in opinion 
as to what factors can be used to distinguish between per-
sons with positive and negative attitudes toward reading. 
In-a survey of 60 fifth and sixth graders, their parents, 
and their teachers, Ransbury ( 1 973 ) found that teachers, 
parents, and students had different perceptions of what 
kinds of behaviors described people who enjoyed reading 
and those �·who did not. Parents believed that the fre-
quency of reading and the diversity in types of reading 
materials possessed were indicative of attitudes toward 
• 
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reading. Classroom teachers associated a child's reading 
attitude most strongly with intelligence and attitudes 
toward reading skill development, rather than enjoying 
.. 
reading in leisure time. Children associated attitudes 
toward reading with verbal statements about the merits 
of reading, the number of reading materials possessed, 
.. -· -
and combining reading with other activities. However, 
children attributed their own reading attitudes primarily 
to their reading ability. They seemed to evaluate· their 
own feelings about reading in terms of success or failure 
in school. The influence of parents in affecting chil­
dren's �eading attitudes was perceived by all three groups 
(parents, children, and teachers) while teacher influence 
was considered inconsequential by all three groups. 
Research in the area of reading attitudes is a fairly 
recent phenomenon. Almost all of it has been conducted 
at the elementary level. Researchers have begun to ex-
plore factors related to the development of reading atti-
tudes and also the relationship of att�tudes and reading 
achievement. Results of research in these areas are 
discussed below. 
Attitudes and 
... 
Although it is commonly as.sumed by teachers that 
more intelligent students have more positive attitudes 
toward reading, Alexander and Filler's review of the 
--···· ·-
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literature ( 1 976 ) found no support for this position. 
This conclusion had also bee n  re ached e arlier by Groff 
( 1 96 2 )  and Hanse n ( 1 969 ) . Dire ct re lationships have bee n  
II 
found be twee n  test inte llige nce and re ading test achieve-
me nt, howe ver. 
Attitudes and 
Heale y {1 96.3 ) state d, "A number· of authoritie s have 
ind�cated that a person's re ading behavior is crystal-
lize d by the age of twe lve " (p. 255 ) . 
Studies by Johnson ( 1 964 ) , Ne ale, Gill, and Tismi 
( 1 970 ) , and Neale and Proshek ( 1 967 ) with e le me n�ary age 
children found that a'tti tude s toward reading and attitudes 
toward schoo.l became less positive with increasing grade 
le vel. Whether this should be interpreted as a criticism 
of.an educational system which adverse ly affe cts children's 
attitudes over the ye ars or whe the r the change is a re ­
sult of a change in response se t toward the attitudinal 
me asure with age is still open to de bate . 
Attitudmand Se x 
Most of the rese arch in this are a has suggeste d that, 
in ge neral, across a wide range of age leve ls, fe male s 
may have more favorable attitude s toward reading than 
male s (Ale xander & Filler, 1 97 6 ; Askov & Fischbqck, 1 97.3 ; 
Hansen, 1 969 ; Johnson, 1 964 ; Ke nne dy � Halinski, 1 97 5 ;  
Reading Age 
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Mikulecky, 197 ; Neale, Gill & Tismi, 1970 ; Nielson, 
cited in Wolf, 197 ) . Sex differencE!S in reading atti-
tudes may be caused by differential role expectations in 
II 
our culture. However, at least two studies have found 
no significant differences in attitudes toward reading 
between boys and girls ( Greenberg et al. , 1 965 ;  Denny & 
Weintraub, 1966 ) , 
Attitudes and Socioeconomic Status 
.It is often assumed that students with lower socio-
economic status have more negative attitudes toward read-­
ing than students with higher socioeconomic status. Indeed, 
N1 elspn'� res earch ( cited in Wolf, 1 97 ) with elementary 
students claimed support for this belief. 
However, in their review of the literature, Alexander 
and Filler ( 1976 )  caution against accepting this assump­
tion. Citing studies by Filler ( 1 973 ) ,  Groff ( 1 962 ) , 
Hansen (1969 ) , and Heimberger ( 1 970 ) , Alexander and Filler 
stated that when reading achievement levels were controlled, 
no support was found for significant correlations between 
attitudes toward reading and socioeconomic status. 
Attitudes and Home Environment 
Rese�rch in this area suggests that parents can have 
, an influence on the development of their children's reading 
attitudes. Ransbury's study ( 1 973 ) of 6 0  fifth and sixth 
Readin 
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graders, their parents, and teachers found that as a whole, 
all three groups of :tespondel).ts believed that parents 
greatly influence children's reading atti�udes. Estes 
• 
and Johnstone (cited in Wolf, 1 97 ) found that parents 
of middle grade students with positive attitudes toward 
reading valued reading themselves and bought a wide vari-
ety of mp.gazines. In a study involving fourth graders 
from urban, suburban, and rura'l backgrounds, Hansen ( 1 969 )  
found'that involvement in children's reading activities 
explained a significant variance in ,the children's atti-
tudes toward reading. Parent involvement included: work­
ing with homework: encouraging, helping select, and dis­
cussing the child's reading; reading to the child; assist-
ing in lookfng things up in dictionaries and encyclopedias; 
and setting reading goals. Merely providing reading ma­
terials and acting as a role model did not result in high 
correlations with students' attitudes toward reading. 
Attitudes and Achievement 
Studies have been conducted with conflicting results 
. in the area of attitude toward school as it .relates to 
scholastic success. Although it would seem logical to 
assume that students who are doing well in school would 
have positive attitudes toward it, while those who are 
doing poorly would have the opposite, reviews of the 
literature by Jackson and Lahaderne ( 1 967 ) and Neale, 
Readin Readin-
Gill , and Ti smi ( 1970 ) found that scholastic success  .and 
attitudes are typically unrelated to each other . H owever ,  
three s�udies  have found moderate relati onships between 
• 
these two factors . Brodie ( 1 964)  reported that " satisfied " 
eleventh grade students ( define d as those sc oring at least 
1i standard deviati ons above the mean score on the Student 
Poll ) scored significantly higher on seven of  the 
nine subtests of the I owa Tests of Educati onal 
than did " di s satisfied " students  ( those who scored  at 
least 1i standard deviations below the mean ) . As  a re sult 
of his re search , Brodie commented that a negative atti-
tude toward school appears t o  have a particularly inhibi -
t ory effect  on the type of learning in the classroom , i.e . 
academic skill development , and less  of an effect on general 
knowledge and vocabulary , which are more· often the prod-
uct of independent reading and observati on . Malpass ( 1 953 ) 
found a c orrelation between eighth grade students' per-
c eptions of school and their end-of-semester grades , but 
he found no significant correlation be twe en perception 
of  school and achievement , as measured by the Stanford 
Arithmetic and Achievement T e sts . On the other 
hand , Neale et al. ( 1970 ) reported that the attitudes  
toward school sub j ects  held by sixth graders made little 
or no contribution to  predictions for achievement at the 
end of the school year . They did , how�ver ,  find moderate 
'24 
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relati onships betwe en c oncurrent measure s of  attitude an.d 
achievement . For b oys , correlations were signifi cant for 
s ocial studies , arithmetic , and reading . For girls ,  atti -
tude s and achi evement were correlated only for re�ding . 
Neale et al . concluded that while  overall attitudes toward 
s chool may have no relationship to achi evement , perhaps 
attitudes toward spQCi fic sub j ects  do . 
Within the specifi c  sub ject area of reading , a revi ew 
of  the literature by Alexander and Filler (1976 ) unc overed 
relatively little research concerning the relati onship 
between attitudes toward reading and reading achievement. 
Here , too, the conclusi ons reached have often been c ontra-
dit!tory .  Some research has shown no significant relation­
ship between reading achiev�ment and atti tudes toward 
reading (Bernstein,  1 97 2 ;  Greenberg et al . ,  1 96 5 ) . Where 
c orrelations have exi sted , cause and e ffect relati onships 
c ould not be e stablished . Only tentative c onclusi ons were 
possible . 
Some studie s  ( Askov & Fischback , 1973 ; Hansbury , 1 973) 
suggested relati onships between higher reading achi evement 
and more positive attitudes toward reading . A possible 
explanation for thi s  occurence i s  that students who achieve 
well receive more rewards than poor achi evers and c onse-
· quently develop more positive attitudes ( Neale et al . , 
1970) . Lending support to thi s  interpre tation,  Jackson 
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and Lahaderne ( 1 967 ) reported that teacher·ratings of 
student attitudes came closer t o  app�oximating student 
achievement rather than actual attitude. As in Hansbury's 
• 
survey ( 1 97J ) , some students may perceive that their own 
ability to read i s  responsible for their atti tude ; they 
may evaluate their own feelings about reading in terms 
of success or failure in reading class. For the l ow 
reader then,  reading improvement programs should be a 
high pri ority (Alexander & Filler , 1 976 ) . 
C onversely , attitudes toward reading may also  affect 
reading achievement ( Groff , 1962;  Healey ,  1 963 ; Johnson , 
1 96� ; Shepps & Shepps , 1 971 ; Stevens , 1 974) . For s ome 
s tudents , development of more favorable attitudes toward 
reading may result in increased learning , achievement , 
and time spent reading . Since learning to  read well  i s  
d ependent upon practice i n  applying the reading skills ,  
perhaps the person who has improved attitudes in reading 
will spend more time reading and will thereby improve his 
reading ability. 
Two possible explanations for a lack of  relati onship 
between achievement and attitude s  reported in s ome research 
·s tudi es have been offered by Jackson and Lahaderne ( 1 967 ) .  
/ 
First , it  i s  possible that the range of student re sponses  
on attitudinal questionnaires have not been as wide as 
the questi onnaire de sign. The reported neutral feelings 
27 ' 
may not be powerful enough to affect behavj,.or . Sec ond, 
I 
L"'"• t eachers and parents may be abl e  to  weaken a natural 
c onnecti on between·attitudes and achievement by imposing 
• 
system� of  rewards and puni shments for scholastic achi eve-
ment upon the learner . 
Adult Basic Educati on 
According to stati sti c s  made available by the U . S .  
Bureau of  the Census , in 1971  1 5  million Americans , age 
25  or over , had completed less  than an e i ghth grade edu-
cation. Thi s  r·epresented nearly one out of every seven 
Americans in that age category. Another 33 milli on com-
plet.ed ei.ghth grade but did no t finish high school . 
Furthermore , in 1 969 approximately 1i million Americans 
over the age of fourteen were reportedly " totally illit-
erate "  (lVIe zirow , Darkenwald & Knox , 1 97 5 , p .  1 9 ) . Clearly 
then , a large need exists in this country for adult basic 
education. 
Characteri stics  of Adult Basic  Educati on 
Re�sons that participants cite for attending adult 
basic education programs are many. In a study publi shed 
by the Adult Educati on Association of th e U . S . A. ( Me zirow 
e t  al . , 1975) , age and sex were found to be related to  
motives for attending ABE clas se s .  Young men and women 
in their teens and twenties  and men up to the age o f  fifty 
-
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were most often likely to  indicate wanting to quali fy for 
better j obs  and to obtain h�gh school equivalency diplomas 
as  their motives for attendance .  Wanting to  get a driver ' s  
license , to  help the chiidren wi th schoolwork , an� to 
c ommunicate in English were more often menti oned by women 
with children , while older adults were more likely t o  be 
motivated �y ��sir�� to social i z e  or to  read the Bible . 
Although the skill levels of adult basic educati on 
participants may parallel those of elementary and juni or 
high students , there are many important differenc e s  which 
set  the adult learner apart from younger students . As  
summarized by the NAPSAE in A Guide for Teacher Trainers 
irt Adult Basic Education ( 1 966 ) , the adult  learner : 
1 )  i s  likely to be more rigid in hi s thinking . 
2 )  i s  more impatient in the pursuit  of learning 
ob j ective s . 
3 ) encounters greater difficulty in remembering 
isolated facts . 
4 )  requires a longer time to  perform learning 
tasks but ,  in general , can learn as well as 
youth . 
5 )  has restricted powers o f  ad justment to  ex­
ternal temperature changes and to  distrac ­
ti ons as age progresses  • 
. 6 )  is  less willing to adopt new ways . 
7 )  suffers more from being depriv�d of  success . 
8 )  i s  not a member of a captive audience . 
9 )  i s  used to being treated as a mature . person 
and re sents having teachers "talk down" to  
him . 
10 ) has a number of responsibilities competing 
for his time and energy that are more com­
pelling than education . 
1 1 )  may be fatigued upon arriving in class . 
1 2 )  i s  more likely to be a member of a hetero­
geneous instructi onal group . 
- ·~- ~-- ' __ :__. 
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1 J )  
14 )  
1 5 )  
16 ) 
1 7 ) 
may attend classes with a mixed ,set of 
motive s .  
has made a momentous voluntary deci s�on in 
deciding to re turn to school . 
has more experience in living . 
i s  more reali sti c . 
has needs whi ch are more c oncrete and 
immediate. 
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Lynch and Smith ( 1 976 ) also listed  a lack of self c onfi -
dence , fear of school , unusual sensitivi ty to nonverbal 
forms of c ommunication , use of defense mechanisms , and 
values ,  attitude s ,  and goals di fferent from upper and 
middle class norms as characteristic of  undereducated 
adults . 
Adult basic  educati on parti c ipants also  fac.e many 
difficulti es  iri class attendance . In addition to the 
problems of family re sponsibiliti e s , resultant fatigue , 
and the reluctance to  admit educati onal inadequaci e s  or 
to chanc e another failure which were alluded to above , 
ABE partic ipants are also likely to  have unstable j obs , 
t o  need to hold down a second j ob or work overtime , to 
be  mobile , to have si ckness  in the family , to be involved 
with public agencies , and/or to  be stymi ed by transporta-
tion costs  and di stances  and lack of child care . Another 
hindranc e to ABE attendance ari s e s  from the class situation 
itself . A policy of free  and open enrollment of  all adults 
... 
over sixte en brings together a potpourri of  ethni c back-
grounds , generations of U.S . citizenship , educati onal 
• 
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achievement from total illiterates  in any language to  
PhD ' s  with limited English , age s from teenagers to re tired 
persons , learning potentials from retarded to exc eption­
ally bright , psychiatric range s from disturbed to normal , 
and middle to low social classes . Such a diversity in 
class composition may result in an absence of group feel­
·ing and support . More over , most  ABE students ini tially 
have unrealistic timetabies of how long and how much e ffort 
i t  will �ake them to reach their goals . When they €nter 
the program, the adults are frequently forc ed to revi se 
their time tables drastically ; many become discouraged at 
this point and drop out ( Me z irow et a� . , 1 97 5 ) .  
Achi evement and the ABE Student 
For those adults  who do persist  and overcome obsta-
cles  in attending adult educati on programs , what factors 
influenc e their achi evement? Age , teacher characteri s­
tics , and self concept will be discussed be low .  
Research i n  the area of  the effect of age on achieve -
ment has had mixed re sults .  Grotelueschen ( 1 97 2 )  reported 
that earlier re search findings by S j ogren and Knox sug­
ge sted that adults who have not recently participated in 
e ducational activities  or who.do not have as high a level 
/ . o f  formal educatlon are not able t o  perform as well in a 
learning activity as others . Dickens ( 197.3 ) found that 
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with U . S . Army enlistees enrolled in a four7wee k  ABE 
c ourse , age was indeed negatively correlated with p���est 
to  posttest achievement . However , in an Illinois survey 
of two hundred adult education students , age was �ot found 
t o  be relevant to successful attainment of a high school 
e quivalency diploma ( Dowling , n . d . ) .  
In what ways can an ABE teacher affect  the achi eve ­
ment of her stude�ts? Much has been written about the 
e ffect  o f  teacher expec tati ons upon students ' ac�ieve-
ment and intelligence test scores in the public schools 
( Gloc k ,  1 97 2 ;  Palardy , 1 969 ; Rosenthal , 1 96 8 ) . When 
teachers are given reason to believe that some students 
h:a¥e hidden po-tential , it tend-s to become a £elf-fulfiliing 
prophecy as teachers expec t  more of those students  and 
they , in turn , achieve more . In an attempt to  repli cate 
the previous research findings of the effec t  of teacher 
expectancy upon students ' achi evement and intelligenc e 
test score s and to extend them t o  an adult education pop­
ulation, Rosenthal ( 1 9 7 5 )  examined the achi evement of 107  
mili tary men enrolled  in  a two -week remedial course . The 
data did not substantiate earlier research findings ; the 
suggestion of academi c potential of certain students  to 
teachers did not have a signi ficant e ffe c t  on achievement . / 
, Rosenthal suggested that trends of teacher racial bias in 
this experiment against blacks and Hispanic s  might have 
--....... .....  � -· � ·:��� 
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been a stronger influence than the experimental suggestion 
of academi c spurting potential . Overall , teachers did not 
differentiate between black or Hi spanic high and l ow 
• 
achievers on written rating scales , altho�gh they re cog-
ni zed white high achievers . I t  i s  also possible that the 
program length of two weeks was too short to demonstrate 
difference s  between the c ontrol and experimEntal groups . 
However , in another study , thi s  one by Blakey ( 1 970 ) , four 
teachers in an ABE c e�ter were led to  expect high achieve ­
ment in reading from randomly s elected exper�mental sub-
j ects . The ana�ysis of data found a direct relationship 
. between teachers ' levels of expectations and the achieve -
ment gains of students ,  lending support for the self­
fulfilling prophecy.  Furthermore , observation of teacher 
behavior during the experiment led to the conclusion that 
the c.ommunication of teacher expectation bias to students 
c ould no� be explained solely on the basi s  of verbal cues . 
In a study focusing on different teacher characteri sti c s  
and their effe ct on the achievement o f  ABE enroll ee s ,  
Di ckens ( 1 973) found that the only teacher charac teri stic 
approaching a signifi cant correlation with achievement 
�as the factor describing a teacher as stimulating , 
innovative , enthusiastic , and interesting. 
Some research has attempted to  find a relati onship 
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between the self concept or self e steem of ABE students '  
and their achievement . ,  Tha� perceived relati onship appears 
t o  be based upon the premi se s set  forth by Quandt ( 1 97 2 )  • 
.. 
A low ' self concept may, be  caused by a child ' s  poor evalu-
ation of his reading performanc e or by the evaluati ons 
of signifi cant others - parents , peers , or teachers . The 
l earner who feel s  he may not be successful in the eye s  of 
persons important to him may attempt to avoid reading ; 
this may be manife st in an apparent disinterest  or hatred 
o f  readivg , an apparent lack of e ffort , or r�fusal to read . 
I f  the learner believes he will  not succeed in reading 
because of previous experience ,  he may not succeed . A 
s elf-fulfilling prophecy bec ome s operative ; it  i s  a vi ­
c i ous cycle . Because of hi s poor self c oncept , the reader 
may read progressively poorly . Failure tends to  cause 
less  effort , resulting in progressively worse  performance 
as the learner advance s  in school . 
A study by Renbarger ( 1 969 ) of 59 disadvantaged Negro 
women enrolled in a clerical training program supported 
the hypothesis of a relationship between self e steem and 
achievement . A positive relati onship was found b e twe en 
,gains in self e steem and gains in academic achi evement . 
Dropouts �rom the program had l ower self e ste em than those 
who remained in the program , but the di fference between 
J4 
the two groups was not signifi cant . No support was found 
for the hypothesis that thi s  disadvantaged populati on had 
, . l ower self e steem score s than a "normal " population . 
Effects of ABE 
Taxpayers , program admini strators and evaluators , 
and ABE participants frequently must  ask themselve s what 
the effects of participati on in adult basic  education 
programs are . In an ex post facto ·analysi s , ABE completers 
( who attained high school equivalency diplomas ) ,  ABE non­
c ompleters ( who did not attain high school equivalency 
diplomas ) ,  and nonparti cipants from ten rural and urban 
c ounties in West Virginia were interviewed by trained for-
mer ABE students . As � result , it was determined that 
ABE completers were signi ficantly more .likely than either 
of  the other groups to : 
1 )  earn more than $40 1 . 00 a month . 
2) move to  a newer residenc e • 
.3 )  make plans for the future . 
4) not receive wel fare benefits after partici­
pati on. 
5 )  work full-time .. 
6 )  feel comfortable in groups Of pe opl e ( Shipp 
et  al . ,  1 97.3 ) . 
Nave ( 1 974 )  chos e  to util i z e  a mail-in survey to  
analyze the responses- of 629 adults who pas sed the high 
school equivalency test in Kentucky after attending an 
J" 
adult learning center . He  found that the number of  pro­
gram participants who were employed after receiving diplomas 
• 
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r' ·- - -- · ·increased --by 15%�- -- -Forty-seven percent had gone on to  
enroll in further vocati onal , on-the - j ob ·, or  college level 
c ourses . One -fourth of the respondents felt th� program 
had b�en worthwhile because- they felt greater personal 
satisfacti on and self-c onfideoce . One -half indicated 
they' would have better j ob and educati onal opportunities  
as a resul t .  Also  encouraging was the fact that 7 8% of  
the graduates felt their attitudes toward education in 
general had become more positive since going back to  
s chool . 
Thi s xeview o£ the literature has focused upon two ' 
broad areas of research - attitudes and adult basic  edu-
cati on . 
The definition and measurement of attitudes  continue 
to be nebulous areas in need of further refinement . Grad-
ually , however , attitude seems to be more often conc ept-
uali zed as a multidimensional construct , composed of 
affe ctive , behavi oral , and cognitive fac tors , rather than 
as an unidimensi onal one . . . 
Within the area of attitudes toward reading , re search 
has been yrimarily c onducted wi th elementary and s,ec ondary 
s chool children. Results have often been inc onclusive 
or contradictory . Although the ma j ority of  studies have 
Sumrr:arv 
,J\, 
J6  
c oncluded -·that f'emaleJ3 have more positive attitudes toward 
reading than males , some have found no s ex differences . 
Tends toward less positive atti tudes with increasing ag� 
.. have been documented , but whether thi s  i s  due to an actual 
decline or a change in re sponse to the attitude measure 
i tself is unclear . Research suggests that parents can 
have an influence on the development of their children ' s  
reading attitudes by actively enc ouraging and being in­
volved in lei sure reading and related activities . Although 
i t  i s  often assumed that students from lower soci oec onomi c 
backgrounds have more negative attitudes toward reading , 
thm difference may di sappear i f  reading achievement i s  
c ontrolled among di fferent s'Ocioeconomic groups . No  rela-
ti 9nship has been documented between intelligence and atti -
tude s toward reading , but relati onships have some time s 
been noted between reading achi evement and attitude s  
t oward reading . Whether improvement i n  attitude causes 
gains in reading achievement or vice versa , or whether 
both may improve c oncurrently , or whether all three possi­
bilities can be  operative with di fferent readers is  sti11 
unre solved • .  · 
Within the area of adult basic education ,  it  i s  clear 
that adults· · attend ABE classes for a vari ety of reasons . 
The adult educati on teacher must realize  that adult learn-
ers have numerous charac teristics  and obstacles to attendance 
, 
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which set them apart from younger students
. 
Research in the area of achievement of adul
t basic 
education participants has been limited and has had mixed 
results . Age has been negatively correlated
 with �chieve ­
ment in some studies and found t o  b� unrelat
ed in others . 
I t  is  possible that the self-fulfilling pro
phecy of the 
adult educati on teacner may affect  student ac
hievement . 
Although Rosenthal ( 1 97 5 )  did not find that t
he sugge stion 
to t�achers of the academic spurting potentia
l of certain 
s�udents influenced  achievement , a s tudy by Bl
akey ( 1 970 )  
did . Some support has been found for a relat
ionship be­
tween the self concept o�  self  e steem of the a
dult basic 
education student and his  achievement , but no c
ause -effec t  
relationship has yet been established . 
Those adults who do complete  an adult education 
program often do reali ze  an improvement in earning power , 
self-confidence , and attitudes toward education . 
Chapter I I I  
De sign of  Study 
.. 
The purpose of thi s study was t o  explore fac tors 
related to the resettiement of  migrant adults in New York 
State . It  was speculated that former mi grant workers who 
·have resettled might have completed more years of formal 
educati on ,  have higher reading achievement , and/or have 
more positive attitudes toward reading than current 
interstate or intrastate migrant workers . It  was al so 
speculated that migrant workers c ould identify vari ou s  
s ocio-ec onomic and cu'l tural fact ors as important variables 
in their own deci sion to resettle out of  the migrant 
stream . 
1 .  There will be no signi ficant di fferences  among 
groups of re settled migrant adults , interstate migrant 
adults ,  and intrastate migrant adults in years of  formal 
education completed . 
2 .  There will b e  no signifi cant di fference s  among 
groups of re settled migrant adults , interstate migrant 
adults , a�d intrastate migraTht adults in reading achieve-
m ent or in profici ency in oral English . 
J . There will  be no significant di fference s  among 
38 
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�roups of  re settled mi grant adults , interstate migrant 
adults , and intrastate migrant adults in attitude s toward 
reading . 
4 .  There will  be significant difference bet*een 
mi grant adults with high reading achi�vemen� and migrant 
adults with low reading achievement in attitudes toward 
reading . 
There will be no signi ficant di fference be tween 
migrant adults with high reading achievement and migrant 
adults with low reading achievement in years of formal 
�ducation completed . 
6 .  There will be �o signi ficant di fference between 
male ·migrant adults and female migrant adults in attitudes  
toward reading . 
7 .  There will be no signi ficant di fference in fre-
quency of re sponse among three categori e s  indicating the 
importance of selected socioeconomic and cultural factors 
influenc in� migrant familie s '  deci sions to re settle . 
The sub j ects for thi s  study c onsi sted of 81 mi grant 
adults ,  4� male and 41 female , who attended adult educa-
tion classes  offered by the Migrant Adult Basic  Education 
Pro j ects at the State University C ollege s  at Brockport , · 
Methodology 
Subjects 
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Fredonia , New Paltz , and Oneonta . The Migrant Adult Basic  
Education Program serve s as an alternative to traditi onal 
adult education courses  in that teachers are hired to  go 
. . ,. out �nto the homes and labor camps of m�grant farmworkers 
to provide individual or small group instruction in basic 
reading skills , high school equivalency instructi on ,  or 
· English as·· a- ·sec ond -Lang4age . Program participants must 
be 16  years of age or older , out of  school , and without 
a high school diploma ; parti cipation is voluntary and 
_provided without cost t� farmworkers by the Bureau of  
C ontinuing Educati on ,  State of New York . 
Parti cipation in the study was voluntary on the part 
of  Migrant Education Centers , teachers , and students . 
At  the time of their ;partic.ipati on in the attitudinal 
survey , the migrant adults had received varying amounts 
o f  instruction , ranging from 0 to  1 6 8  hours . 
Sub j ects ranged in age from 1 7  to  48 years . 
Participants included adults  from vari ous ethnic 
backgrounds .  The breakdown by ethnic group i s  as follows : 
Caucasian - 28 , Afro-American - 13 , Mexi can-American - 1 1 , 
Jamaican - 1 1 , Puerto Rican - 2 ,  Bahamian - 2 ,  American 
Indian - 2 ,  Hispanic other - 5 ,  unknown or unreported - 6 .  
-·-·· - . ,: 
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Instrumentati on 
1 .  California Achievement 
Subtest , 1 970 . 
,. This  irrtrument is  a standardi zed  test used as a pretest 
of reading achievement when mi grant adults enter the adult 
education program. Normally it  i s  admini stered by the 
end of ihe third instructi onal sessi on .  The te st i s  avail -
able in several levels  of diffi culty - Level 1 spans reading 
l evels from first to sec ond grade ;  Level 2 ,  second to 
fourth grade ; Level J , fourth to  sixth grade ;  Level 4 ,  
s ixth t o  ninth grade ; Level 5 ,  ninth t o  tweJfth grade . 
Students are assigned to take the appropriate test level 
on the basi s  of performanc e on a locator test , the Botel 
Test of Word 
2 .  Oral Newbury H ouse Publishers , 
Inc . , 1 97 6 . 
This  instrument i s  a standardi z e d  oral interview used as 
a pretest of oral communicative skills for speakers of  
English af?  a Second Language who are unable to  read in 
English .  The test  consi sts of 50 items . Re spondents 
must answer _questi ons and form questions based upon a 
s eries o f  pic tures contained in the test . Respondents 
receive zero points for each inappropriate or unintelli-
gible response , one point for each response which i s  ap­
propriate and intelligible but which contains one or more 
Test, Reading Corrrnrehension 
C'rB/McGraw-Hill, 
Opp·osites, 
Ilyin Interview, 
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�rrors in grammar or structure , and two points for each 
re sponse whi ch is appropriate ,  intelligible , and grammati­
c ally correct . The Oral Interview i s  administered 
to  migrant adults entering the adult education pr5gram 
by the end of the third instructi onal se ssion .  
J .  Attitudes  Toward 
A review of  instruments currently available to measure 
atti tude.s toward reading revealed no measure which was 
suitable for admini stration to low-inc ome rural adult 
basic education students . C onsequently a four-point 
Likert scale wi th twenty i tems was develop�d by the 
researcher for thi s  purpose . 
Possible items :for the que sti onnaire were adapted 
from publi shed attitudinal surveys by Estes ( 1971 ) ,  
Kennedy and Halinski ( 1 975 ) , Remmers ( 1960 ) , and Smi th 
( 1 97 5 )  and .from a review of the literature . Items were 
s elected to include all three c omponents of attitude dis­
cussed by Ostrom - personal affect , pers onal beli e f ,  and 
personal behavior ( Kothandapani , 1 97 1 ; Ostrom , 1 969 ) . A 
t otal of 47 statements , representative of  both favorable 
and unfavorable attitude s  toward reading , were assembled 
for possible use . 
In a �.procedure adapted from Gardner ( � 9'1 5 ) , it  then 
, became the task of a panel of judges , members o f  the 
Il in 
Reading Questionnaire. 
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graduate Reading Semibar at the State University College 
of  New York at Brockport , to rate each statement on an 
1 1 -point scale . The continuum ranged from �5 , expre ssing 
.. 
an extremely negative attitude t oward reading , to +5 , ex-
pressing an extremely favorable attitude toward reading . 
Items whi ch received a wide range of ratings or a fairly 
. neutral ra·tfng were- e'liminated as ambiguous . Items which 
the panel of judges felt contained di ffi cult semantical 
s tructure s or idiomatic expressi ons were also eliminated . 
As a re sult , a 26-item attitudinal que sti onnaire was 
developed for use in a pilot s tudy . Two practice  items 
were also  included . Equal numbers of favorable and unfa­
vorable statements ab out reading were interspersed through­
out the questi onnaire in order to minimi ze  possible re -
sponse sets among participants ( Edwards , 1 957 ) . 
4 .  Reasons for Re settlement Forms 
A and B .  
The Reasons for Resettlement was devel oped 
by the re searcher after consultations with numerous current 
and fanner migrant workers and migrant · outreach staff . 
The questi onnaire directed migrant adult re spondents  to 
c onsider 20 reasons for deciding to  live in the same geo-
graphic area for a year or  more and to  rate each reason 
as  a very important , somewhat important , or not important 
influence on their own deci sion to resettle . Two practice 
. ., .. , 
Questionnaire, 
Questionnaire 
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i tems were included to make sure the directions of  the 
task were clear to. the respondents .  Respondents were 
given the opti on of adding additi9nal factors if they 
felt important r�asons had been omitted  from the q�e stion­
naire . The questi onnaire also c ontained four short answer 
questions focusing on the �igrant workers own vocati onal 
goals and their aspirations for their children ' s  careers . 
Two forms were developed for the Reasons for �esettle ­
ment Que stionnaire . Form A directed resettled migrants 
to  refle ct back on thei� decision to remain in an area 
within New York State and to  answer the que stionnaire 
from that perspective . Items were wr�tten in the past  
tense . Form B ,  designed fur current in�erstate ana intra­
s tate migrants , asked respondents to approach the que sti on­
naire from the perspective that if they were going to  
decide to re settle in an area for  a year or  more , how 
important would the reasons given be? I tems were written 
in th� pre sent conditi onal tense . 
The instrument was submitted for cri ticism by members 
of the graduate Reading Seminar at the State University 
C ollege of New York at Brockport in order t o  clari fy the 
directions and wording of que sti onnaire items . M�nor 
ad justments were then made . 
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The Pilot 
The Attitudes r oward and the 
Reasons for Resettlement Forms A and B ,  
.. 
were pil oted with 1 5  migrant adult participants in the 
Mi grant Adult Educati on Pro j ect at the State University 
C ollege at Brockport during September 1 97 8 .  Que sti on-
·naires were admini stered individually by adult education 
tutors who read the directions and items aloud . Re spon­
dents marked their own answers . This procedure was sug-
gested by Estes ( 1 97 2 )  in order to minimi ze  the effe ct  
o f  limit�d reading ability on reading attitudinal scores 
and to minimi ze· the occurrence of  misunderstanding of 
questi onnaire items . 
Respondents were asked to put their name s on the top 
o f  the que stionnaires ,  along wi th their age and last grade 
c ompleted in school . Thi s  decision was based upon research 
by Kennedy and Halinski ( 1 97 5 ) , who concluded that a 
guarante e  of anonymity· for sec ondary school students c om­
pleting attitudinal f?Urveys did not have a significant 
e ffect  on survey sco�e s . 
On the basis  of the pilot study , six i tems were 
elimin�ted from the Attitudes Toward 
because they failed to di scriminate betwe en persons wi th 
l ow and high total scores on the instrument . The atti tudinal 
Study 
_________ _,.,R..§:ading Q:..estionnaire 
Quststionnaire1 
Reading Questionnaire 
----- . --- - -- . J  
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· questi onnai.re then ·c ontained twenty items . Re spondents  
recei�ed from one to  four points per item t depending upon 
the degree of positiveness  or negativene ss toward reading 
indicated by the answer .  Respondents who omitted • an item 
or gave more than one answer for an item received the 
mean score of 2 . 5 points for that response . Total possi-
- ble scores on the Att itudes Toward 
ranged from a low of 20 points , representing an extremely 
negative a�titude toward reading , to a h igh of 80 points , 
representing an extremely positive attitude . 
Following the pilot study , sp1it-half reliability 
on the shortened Attitudes Toward 
. . 
was determined . The Spearman'' s Coefficien-t was calculated 
to  be . 858 , suffi ciently high enough for wide -scale dis­
tribution of the instrument . 
Respondents who participated  in the pilot study ex- -
perienced no difficulty in understanding or completing 
the Reasons for Re settlement There fore , 
i t  was de�med r�ady for wide - seal� distribution without 
further revi sion. 
· 
The Attitudes Toward and the 
Reasons for Rese ttlement were then trans -
lated into Spanish by a native Spani sh speaker .  Translations 
Reading Questionnaire 
Reading Questionnaire 
Questionnaire. 
Procedures 
Reading Questionnaire 
Questionnaire 
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were checked for ac curacy by a second Spanish speaker 
before the Spanish versi ons of the questionnaires were 
finali zed . 
.. 
During Oc tober 1 979 , packets of  que sti onnaires were 
then mailed to the Migrant Educati on Centers at the State 
University Colleges at Fredonia , New Paltz , and Oneonta . 
Directions-- -were included for the Migr-ant Adult Educati on 
C oordinators at these  centers , who had previously agre ed 
to  cooperate in obtaining data · for the study . More 
que stionnaires were also  distributed locally in the 
Brockpgrt area .  In addition to having the migrant adults 
in  the program complete the que stionnaire s ,  centers were 
asked to c omplete and teturn data sheets for each re spon-
dent . Data reported included t  Cali fornia Achievement 
or Oral Intervi ew pre -te st score s ,  number of  
h ours of adult educati on instruction received to date , 
migrant status ( re settled , interstate , or intrastate ) ,  
and ethnic backgr�und . 
Data was collected during a six-w�ek peri od and then 
re turned to  the researcher by mail . 
Stati stical 
One -ymy analyses  of  variance were used to test hypoth­
e ses 1 ,  2 ,  J ,  5 ,  and 6 .  Two -way analysis  of varianc e was 
used to te st hypothe sis  4 .  Chi -square values  were computed 
Ilyin 
.Analystf:I 
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·to  test hypothesis 7 .  
In order to explore factors related to  the resettle ­
ment of migrant adults in New York State , seven hypotheses 
were teste d .  Sub j ects  were 81  participants in Migrant 
Adult  Basic  Education Programs . Two standardi zed tests , 
�h� California Achievement Test  and the Oral 
and two re searcher-designed instruments , the 
Attitude s  Toward and the Reas ons 
for Resettlement were used to determine 
di fferences  among groups of res ettled , interstate , and 
intrastate migrant adults in terms of  years of  formal 
e ducation , reading achievement or proficiency in oral 
English , attitudes toward reading , and reasons for re -
settlement . 
;· ..•.. ,~·.· 
Summary 
Ilyin 
Interview, 
Reading Questionnaire 
Questionnaire, 
·-· •.. J 
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.-· ·-- ...  .. - ·----:--.. ·:"'�· Chapter IV 
Analysis  of Data 
li 
The ma j or purpose of thi s  study was twofold . First , 
difference s  among groups of re settled , interstate , and 
intrastate migrant adults in .New York State were inve sti -
gated in the areas of formal education received , reading 
achi evement , and attitude s  toward reading . In addition ,  
the relationships between attitude s ta.ward reading and 
reading achi evement , between reading achievement and for­
mal education , and between atti tude s toward reading and 
sex were explored for thi s  parti cular population . Second , 
the study sought to determine whi ch soci o-economi c and 
cultural factors were important influence s  in migrant 
familie s ' decisions to  leave the migrant stream .  
Analyses o f  variance for the first six hypotheses  
were conducted using the Minitab I I  computer program 
package from Pennsylvania State University adapted by the 
State University College of New York at Brockport . Analy­
sis  of the seventh hypothesis was conduc ted by means of  
Chi -square coefficient s .  
and 
The first hypothesis  inve stigated in thi s  study stated 
that there would be no signifi cant difference s  among groups 
Findings Inter:Qretations 
-- -·· · . --· , . .  
-.. �'i · 
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o f -rese'ttfed.'"''mfgrarit ·· adults '  interstate migrant adults '  
and intrastate migrant adults. in years of' formal educati on 
c ompleted . Educati on informati on was c ollected by means 
o f  self-reports by participants . • 
Tables 1 and 2 present the re sults  of the one -way 
analysi s · of variance for the first hypothesi s . The mean 
educati onal attainment for each grou:r was as . follows : 
interstate migrants ,  6 . 33 years ; intrastate migrants ,  
9 .  0 8  years ; resettled migrants ,  ·s . 6 1  years . As  indicated , 
the relati onship between education and migrant status was 
significant at the . 05 level ; the data re j ected the null 
hypothesis  ( Critical Value for F = 3 . 93 ; df = 2 and 58 ; 
cot =  . 05 ) . 
Table 1 
Means and Standard Deviati ons in 
Educational Attainment of Migrant Adults 
Sub j ects n Mean Standard Deviati on 
Interstate 1 8  6 . 33 3 . 91 
Intrastate 1 2  9 . 08 1 . 3 1 
Resettled 31 8 . 6 1 2 . 53 
Total 6 1  
,. 
Table 2 
Analysis  of Varianc e Table for 
Educational Attainment of Migrant Adults 
Source 
Factor 
Error 
Total 
df 
2 
58 
6o 
s s  
7 5 . 66 
4?0 . 27 
545 . 93 
MS 
37 . 83 
8 . 1 1 
*signi ficant at � = . 0 5 ,  Fcrit = 3 . 93 
F-Ratio  
4 . 67 *  
51 
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However , as stated by Lindquist ( 1956 ) , i f  a F-test 
does prove signi ficant , it  doe s not necessarily follow 
that the -e"ducational mean for each group significantly 
differs from those of both of tfte other two groups . 
Therefore , following the proce dure outlined by Lindquist 
( 1 956, p .  91 ) ,  t-te sts were c onducted on individual pairs 
of  means to qetermine which particular groups of  migrant 
adults significantly differed in educati onal attainment , 
according to the formula :  
.t = M1 - M2 
+ �J 
Re sults a�e summari zed in Table 3 . 
Table J 
Test for Signtfi6atice of  Differences  
in Means for Individual Pairs 
Source · . df  t -value 
t ( int·erstate ·v:s-. intrastate )  28  2 . 59* 
t ( interstate vs . re settled )  47 2 . 70* 
.t ( intrastate re settled ) 41 . 49 vs . 
*signifi cant at 0::. = .  0 5  
5 2  
As  indicated , significant differences  i n  educational 
attainment were found between the means of groups of inter-
s tate and intrastate migrant adults and between groups  
of  interstate and resettled migrant adults . However ,  no 
signifi cant difference was found between the means for 
educational attainment of intrastate and re settled migrant 
adults . 
The second hypothe sis  stated that there would be no 
significant di fference among groups of resettled migrant 
adults ,  interstate migrant adults , and intrastate migrant 
adults in reading achievement or in profici ency in oral 
English . ..-
The number of Engli sh as a Second Language partici­
pant s in  this study , who took the oral language profici ency 
.. 
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test because they were unable to take a reading achieve -
ment test in English , was small . Only pine Oral 
Interview test score s were reported . Of the nine , s even 
.. 
were from interstate migrants .  Numbers of Engli sh as a 
Second JJanguage participants were · insufficient to perform 
an analysis  of variance for oral language profi ciency 
· based upon migrant statu� � 
Tables 4 and 5 present the analysi s  of  variance for 
reading achievement based upon migrant status ( Criti cal 
Value for F = J . 9J ;  df = 2 . and 60 ; q= . 0 5 ) . The mean 
reading achievements ·  for each gro�p based  upon grade 
e quivalent scores from the Cali fornia Achievement 
are as follows : inter�tate 
migrants , 3 . 66 ; intraatate migrant,s , 6 . 1 2 ;  resettled 
migrants , 5 . 90 .  
Table 4 
Mean Grad e Equivalents and Standard Deviations in 
Reading Achievement of Migrant Adults 
Sub j ects n Mean Standard Deviation 
Inters tate 2 5  ) . 66 3 . 56 
Intrastate 9 6 . 1 2  2 . 20 
Re s'ettled 29 5 . 90 . ) . 69 
Total 63 
Ilyin 
Test, 
R.eading Comprehension Subtest, 
I 
Table 5 
Analysi s  of Variance Table for. 
Reading Achievement of  Migrant Adults 
Source 
Factor 
Error 
Total 
df 
2 
6o 
62 
ss 
7 9 . 7  
7 25 . 1 
804 . 8 
.. 
MS F-Rati o  
39 . 9  J , JO 
1 2 . 1  
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Although · the F-ratio approached significance , the · 
data failed to re j ect  the null  hypothesi s at the . 0 5 level . 
H ovrever , i t  should be noted that a span of 2 .  46 grade_s 
in reading achievement separate d  the highest  achieving 
group , intrastate migran-ts ,  from the lowest achieving 
group , interstate migrants . The analysis  o f  varianc e 
treated grade equivalent scores as if  they were raw 
scores . Had the actual raw score s , in addition to  the 
q 
grade equivalent score s , been available to test thi s  
. 
hypothesis , i t  is  entirely po.ssible that the null hypothe -
sis  might have been re j e cted at the . 05 level . 
·. 
The third hypothesis  stated that there would be no 
l 
significant differenc e s  among groups of re settled migrant 
adults , h1ters tate migrant adults , and intrastate migrant 
adults in attitudes toward reading . Participants in the 
F cri t ·· 3, 93 
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study each received a raw score based upon their comple­
tion of  the Attitudes Toward Que sti onnaire devel-
oped by the researcher .  Possible score s ranged from 20 
• 
to  So . Actual attitudinal scores of participants ranged 
from 47 to 77 . 
The relationship between attitude s toward reading 
and migrant status. i s  pre sented in Table s 6 and 7 ( C rit-
i cal Value for F .= 3 . 93 ; df = 2 and 54 ; d =  . 05 ) . 
Table 6 
Means and Standard Deviati ons in Attitudes Toward Reading 
of Migrant Adults 
Sub j ects  n Mean Standard Deviation 
Intel;.' state 10  65 . 1 0  7 . 28 
Interstate 1 2  59 . 7 1 8 . 65 
Resettled 35 65 . 54 7 . 1 9 
Total 57 
Reading 
Table 7 
Analysis of Variance Table for 
Attitudes Toward Reading 9f Migrant Adults 
Source 
Factor 
Error 
Total 
df 
2 
54 
56 
ss 
.31 .3 . 2  
J0 55 · .3 
.3.368 . 6  
MS 
1 56 . 6  
56 . 6  
F-Rati o  
2 . 77 
56 
The data failed to re j e ct the third null hypothesi s . 
There were no signi fi cant differences  in attitude s toward 
reading . among groups of interstate , intrastate ,  and 
resettled .migrant adults . 
The fourth hypothe sis  stated  that there would be no 
significant difference s  between migrant adults with high 
reading achievement and migrant adults  with low reading 
achievement in attitudes toward reading . 
To test this  hypothesis , a two-way analysis of  vari -
ance was used in order to  take into account the varying 
number of  hours of instruction participants in the study 
had received when they completed the Attitude s Toward 
Que sti onnaire . Respondents were categori zed  in 
two ways - by high or low hours of  instruction and by 
high or low reading ability .  Respondents who had received 
Reading 
·.....--· .. -- --� ...... ,...."''i 
,. 
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'-- - · -- .... fewer· than-· the· ·median of 26 hours of instruction were 
placed in the low .instructional hours group while respon­
dents who had received more than the me.dian were placed 
in the pigh instructi onal hours group . Respondents who 
s � ored inore than one standard error ·below the mean s c ore 
on the California Achievement Subtest 
. t mean = 5 . 04;  standard error = 1 . 2 ) were placed in the 
lbw achievement group while respondents who scored more 
tpan ohe standard error above the mean score were placed 
in the high achievement group . In �is manner ,  attitudes 
t oward re�ding scores could be c ompared for four groups : 
high ability - high instructional hours , high ability -
. 
l ow instructional hours , low ability - high instructi onal 
hours , and low ability - low instructional hours . 
Tables 8 and 9 summarize  the re sults of  the two -way 
analysis of variance for the fourth hypothesi s ( Cri tical 
Value for F = 5 . 72 ;  df = 1 and 24 ; c< =  . 05 ) . 
Table 8 
Mean Atti tude Scores by Ability and Hour·s of Instruction 
P.:igh Ability 
( CAT > 6 • .  24. ) 
Low Ability 
( CAT L 3 . 84 )  
Total 
High H ours 
(Hrs . > 26 ) 
65 . 00 
64. 64 
64 . 82 
Low H ours 
(Hrs . L 26 ) 
63 . 71 
6 1 . 79 
6 2 . 7 5  
Total 
64. 36 
6)'. 2 1  
63 . 7 9 
Test, Comprehension 
58 
Table 9 
Analysi s  of Variance Table for Attitudes Toward Reading 
of High and Low Achievers . 
wi th High and Low Amounts of Instruction 
Source 
Reading Ab.ili_ty 
H ours of Instruction 
Interaction of Ability 
and Instruction 
Error 
Total 
F • t  = 5 . 72 cr1 .. 
df  
1 
1 
1 
24 
27 
ss MS 
9 . 1 9 . 1  
30 . 0  30 . 0  
4 . 3 4 . 3  
1433 . 7  59 . 7  
147 7 . 2  
.. 
F-Ratio  
0 . 1 5 
0 . 50 
0 . 07 
The data failed to  re ject  the fourth null hypothesi s .  
There was no significant difference  between migrant adults 
wi th high reading achievement and migrant adults wi th low 
reading achievement in attitude s toward reading . 
The fifth hypothesi s stated  that there would be no 
s i gnificant difference between migrant adults with low 
reading achievement and migrant adults
.
with high reading 
achievement in years of formal educati on completed . Again , 
re spondents who scored more than one standard error above 
the mean score on the California Achievement 
Subtest ( mean = 5 .  04 ;  standard error = 1 .  2 )  
were placed in the high achievement group ; respondents 
1'est, 
~· 
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who scored more than one standard error below the mean 
s core were placed in the low achievement group . 
Results of the one -way analysi s  of  variance can be 
found in Tables 10 and 11 ( Cri tical Value for F = 5 . 42 ;  
d f = 1 and 41 ; o( = • 0 5 ) • 
Table 1 0  
Means and Standard Deviations o f  Years o f  Formal Education 
for High and Low Reading Achievers 
Sub j ects 
Low Reading Achievers 
( CAT L .3 • 84) 
High Reading Achievers 
( CAT > 6 .  24) 
n 
25  
1 8  
Table 1 1  
Mean 
9 . 00 
Standard 
Deviations 
3 . 48 
1 . 5? 
Analysi s  of  Variance Table for Years of Educati on 
by High and Low Achievers 
Source df ss MS F"-Ratio 
Factor 1 40 . 20 40 . 20 4 . 95 
Error 41 .3.32 . 96 8 . 1 2  
Total 42 .37,3 . 1 6 
F " t  cr1 :: 5 . 42 
-~--- .•· ·-· ~~ ·- ~,L ~ 
• 
·7 .04 
60 
The mean years of formal education for the group of 
l ow reading achievers ( below 3 . 84 grade equivalent ) was 
7 . 04 years ; the mean for the group of high reading 
achievers ( above 6 . 24 grade equivalent ) was 9 . 00 Y.ears . 
Although the value of the F-ratio  approached signifi cance , 
the data failed to re.j ect the null hypothe sis at the • 0 5  
level . 
The sixth hypothesis. stated  that there would be  no 
significant difference between male migrant adults  and 
female migrant adults  in attitudes toward reading . 
The analysis of variance i s  reported in Tables 1 2  
and 13 ( Critical Value for F = 5 . 29 ;  d f  = 1 and 55 ; d =  
• 0 _5 ) . 
. 
Table 1 2  
Means and Standard Deviations in 
Attitudes Toward Reading by Sex 
Sub j e cts n 
Males  20 . 
Female s  37 
Mean StandC\.rd Deviation 
6 . 47 
8 . 37 
65.50 
63,55 
6 :L  
Table 1 3  
Analysis  o f  Variance Table for 
Attitude s Toward Reading by Sex 
Source df ss MS F-Ratio 
Factor 1 49 . 2  49 . 2  0 . 81 
Error 55 331 9 . 4  6o . 4  
Total 56 336 8 . 6  
Fcrit = 5 . 29 
The data failed to  re j ect the null hypothe sis . No 
relationship was found between attitudes toward reading 
and s ex for this  sample populati on .  
The seventh hypothesis stat�d that there would be 
no significant difference in frequency of  response among 
three categorie s  indicat_ing the importance of selected 
s ocio-economic and cultural fac tors influencing migrant 
families ' decisions to  resettle . 
Data for thi s  hypothesis  were collected by means- of 
the Reasons for Resettlement Form A of  
the questionnaire , directed toward resettled migrant adults ,  
asked respondents to indicate which of the factors listed 
were true of their own situation ( ye s  or no ) when they 
./ 
decided t o  resettle and how important each of those "ye s "  
factors were . Form B asked current migrant workers , both 
" 
Questionnaire. 
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-- - - -- -· interstate--and -intrastate workers , to  indicate how impor-
tant each of the factors listed would be if they were go -
ing to rysettle . C ompleted que stionnaires were �eturned 
from 40 .re settled . migrants and 1 4  intrastate migrants . 
Responses  of interstate migrant s to the Reasons for 
Resettlement c ould not be included in thi s  
study because o f  two factors - first , a delay in receipt 
of que stionnaire forms due to lost  mai l , and second , the 
early departure of interstate migrants from New York 
State in the fall of 1 97 8  due to c old  weather and rains . 
Results of  the Chi -square coefficients computed for 
each of the twenty que stions for resettled and intrastate 
migrant adults are summarized in Table 14 .  
1 • 
2 .  
Table 1 4  
Frequency of  Re sponse for Reasons for Resettlement 
Between Group� of Resettled and Intrastate Migrants 
Reason %Yes/%No 
relatives 
A - re_settled 7 2%/28% 
B - intrastate 
more money 
A 49%/.51% 
B 
How Important 
# # # 
V S N 
17  7 5 
3 7 4 
1 .5  2 2 
1 2  2 0 
Chi ­
Square 
8 c;y: . -
1 .  86 
1 7 . 80** 
1 7 . 7 1 ** 
-~ ·- ···~·--1.. ....... ~ 
I 
Questionnaire 
-�--... _ ........ . .  :. .. '>£!� 
· I  
...., .. - - - �  -··�- � -- ..... . . ·• . -� ....... , .... ... ;. ·- · - --:· _..,..�, ,T,able 14 Continued 
How 
Reason %Yes/%No # 
v 
3 1 tired of moving 
A 76%/24% 1 8  
B 7 
4 .  have car 
A 70%/30% 23 
B 9 
5 . children like school 
A 58%/42% 21  
B 8 
6 .  like j ob 
A 77%/23% 24 
B 1 0  
7 .  year-round work 
A 69%/31% 25 
B 1 3  
8 . easier to obtain 
medical help 
A 67%/33% 22 
B 1 0  
9 .  friehds 
A 70%/30% 1 5 
B 5 
1 0 1 children complaining 
about cha,nging schools 
A 2 8%/72% 8 
B / 7 
,--� ' 
Important 
# # 
s N 
7 4 
L� 3 
1 4 
3 2 
2 0 
4 2 
6 0 
4 0 
1 1 
1 0 
3 1 
4 0 
7 6 
7 2 
2 1 
5 2 
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Chi -
Square 
1 1 . 24** 
1 .  86  
30 . 51 ��* 
6 1 14* 
35 . 03** 
4 1 00 
31 . �0** 
10 I 85-�* 
42 . 67 ·�-� 
22 . 41 �-*"* 
30 I 99-�* 
1 0 . 85·*-� 
5 . 6 1 
2 . 7 1 
7 � 81 * 
2 . 7 1 
.... -"";""- · - -·- - --·-· --- ··- ·- -' .... .... -
____ ,._ .. -· .. 64 
Table 14  Continued 
--'2.�-
1 1 .  
1 2 .  
1 3 . 
1 4 .  
1 5 .  
1 6 .  
1 7 .  
1 8 .  
Reason 
someone too 
to move 
A 
B 
·- · ----;-. . ..,, 
%Ye s/%No 
sick 
__ 0%/1 00% 
costs less  to live 
A 44%/56% 
B 
j ob training available 
A 6 9%/31% 
B 
spmeone too oJ_d 
to move 
A 1 3%/87% 
B 
like weather 
A 67%/33% 
B 
money saved 
A 28%/7 2% 
B 
have house 
A 85%/1 5% 
B 
better schools 
A �· 6 9%/31% 
B 
How Important 
# # # Chi-
V S N Square 
0 0 0 
10  3 1 9 . 57* 
1 3  2 2 1 4 . 23** 
8 5 1 5 . 28 
22 3 2 28  • 22·:Hfo 
9 5 0 8 . 7 1 *  
2 2 1 0 . 40 
3 9 2 6 . 41 *  
9 1 0  7 0 . 54 
3 7 lj, 1 . 86 
9 1 1 1 1 . 63-:f-* 
5 6 3 1 . 00 
30 3 1 46 . 31 ** 
9 4 1 7 . 00* 
22 1 2 33 • 70 �Hfo 
1 1  3 0 13 I 851�* 
Table 14 · Continued 
Reason %Ye s/%No 
1 9 .  fair boss 
A 77%/23% 
B 
20 . easier to obtain 
financial help 
A 
B 
* signifi cant at 
**significant at 
60%/40% 
= . 05 
"' . 005  
How 
# v 
21 
7 
1 7  
6 
65  
Important 
# # Chi -s N Square 
7 2 1 9 . 40** 
7 0 7 . 00 
5 2 1 5 . 75** 
6 2 2 . 28 
Chi -square coe�icients �or reasons for re settlement 
which were signi ficant for both the resettled and intra­
state migrants sampled included :  being able to make more 
money in the given area , having a car , liking the j ob ,  
having work which would last year-round , being easier to 
obtain medical help , having j ob training available , having 
a house to live in , and having better schools available . 
Chi -square coe fficients for reasons for re settlement 
which were not signi fi cant for either group included having 
friends in the area and liking the weather . 
Reasq,ns for resettlement which were fo.und to be 
s tati stically signi fi cant for the group of resettled  mi­
grants but not for the group o f  intrastate migrants included :  
.. 
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haviri� relatives in the area , ��ing tired of moving 1 
children liking the school s , chil�ren complaining about 
changing schools , costing less  to live in the area , having 
money saved ,  having a fair boss , and finding it easier 
t o  obtain financial help . 
Reasons for resettlement whi ch were statistically 
· significant for the group of intrastate migrants but 
not for the group of resettled migrants included having 
someone in the family who i s  t o o  9ick to move and having 
s ome one in the family who i s  too  old to move . 
of Further Data 
At th? end of the Reasons for Resettlement 
naire , respondents were asked to complete four short · 
answer que stions focusing on the migrant workers ' own 
vocational goals and th�ir aspirations for their children . 
Responses  to these que stions are summari zed below . 
The first question was stated ,  "Describe the work 
you are doing now . ( If you stay at home to take care of 
your children,  write ' homemalcer ' .  If  there i sn ' t  any 
work for you right now , write ' unemployed ' ) . "  The second 
question ,  which focused on future career goals , stated , 
' "Describe the kind of  work you would like to  be doing 
five years from now . " Table 1 5  summari zes  the re sponses  
o f  resettled and intrastate migrant adults . R e sponse s  
. -•s•--,.~, 
• 
Descriptive Analysis 
uestion-
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of seven resettled migrants were not included in the total 
percentage s because they had already found j obs outside 
o f. agriculture . 
Table 1 5  
Frequency o f  Response for Occupational Goal s 
of  Re settled and Intrastate Migrants 
Occupati onal Goals 
O c c�pati on other than 
agricultural labor , 
h omemaking , or unem­
ployment . 
Same as present ; don ' t 
know ; no answer 
Presently no longer 
working in agriculture 
Total 
Resettled 
Migrant s 
N % 
23 
8 
7 
38 
74% 
26% 
Intrastate 
Migrants 
N % 
8 57% 
6 43% 
14 
The maj ority of  both resettled ( 74% ) and intrastate 
( 57% ) migrant worker� surveyed hoped to no longer be 
working in agriculturally related j obs  in five years ' 
time . H owever , a larger percentage of  res ettled migrants 
had thi s  aspiration than did intrasta te migrants • .  
The third que sti on w�s included to tr�nsfer re spon­
d ents ' attention from themselve s to  their children . It  
aske d ,  "How many of  your children dep·e�d on you for  support 
.. 
�--·····-·· · ···-""! 
�-. - - -� .,. "! _.,... _ •. , .....  ·- ...- �-� .. .. .. . 
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now? " The mean number of  children reported by 36 resettled 
migrants was 2 . 3 .  The relatively small number of intra­
state migrants who answered thi s  que stion and �ndefinite 
answers by some made it impossible to calculate a mean 
for the intrastate group . 
The fourth que stion asked , "What would you like to 
·s ee your children do when they leave school or graduate 
from school? " A summary of the re sponse s  to that que stion 
for both groups can be found in Table 16 . 
Table 1 6  
Frequency o f  Response for Resettled and Intrastate 
Migrants '  Aspirations for Their Children 
Response Category Resettled Intrastate 
Migrants Migrants 
n % n % 
Get good j obs ; get good 
paying j obs  9 22 . 5% 3 1 9% 
Go  to college 9 22 . 5% 4 25% 
Whatever they choose ; 
whatever interests them 8 20% 5 31% 
Marry ; be a housewife 3 7 . 5% 0 O% 
Be happy 2 5% 0 O% 
Other ( specific j obs  listed)  4 10% 0 O% 
'l1ravel 0 O% 1 6% 
Don ' t know 3 ? . 5% 1 6% 
No  answer 2 5% 2 1 3% 
Total 40 1 6  
• 
The responses most often given by both resettled and 
intrastate migrants as aspirati ons for their children 
c lustered in three categorie s :  to get good j obs or good 
paying j obs , to go to college , and whatever they choose 
or whatever intere sts them . 
Verbatim responses  to  all four questi ons can be found 
. in Appendix 13 �- --
Data for the first six hypotheses were analyzed by 
means of analyses of variance using the Minitab I I  c om-
puter program package . Data for the seventh hypothesis  
.were analy.z.ed by means .of Chi .... square co.e f.i'i cients . 
The first and seventh null hypotheses  were re j e cted 
at the . 0.5 level of significance .  Signi ficant relation-
ships were found among groups of r� settled ,  interstate , 
and intrastate migrant adults in years of  formal education 
c ompleted , Also si'gnifi'cant di fferenc e s  were found for 
eighteen of the twenty socio-e c onomi c and cultural reasons 
for re settlement tested . 
Data for the second , third , fourth , fi fth , and sixth 
hypothe ses  failed to re j ect the null hypotheses at the 
.•  0 5  level of significanc e . No signifi cant differenc e s  
�· 
were found among groups of resettled , interstate , and 
intrastate migrant adults in reading achievement . or in 
7 0  
attitudes toward reading . No  signifi cant differenc e s  
were found between groups of high and low reading achievers 
in attitudes  toward reading or in years of formal educa-
.. 
tion completed . Finally , no significant difference s  were 
found between males  and female s  in attitude s toward 
reading. 
_,. 
Chapter V 
Conclusi ons and Implicati ons 
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Since the need for migrant labor continues t o  decline , 
primarily due to technological advance s , it  i s  apparent 
·that large numbers of migrant families  need to leave the 
migrant stream to search for work in other occupations . 
A que stion which often challenge s profe s sionals who deal 
with migrant workers i s :  Why i s  it that some famil i e s  
are willing and able to  make the transition to year-round 
non-migratory living while others are not? In an e ffort 
t o  begin to  address  thi s c oncern ,  the focus of  thi s  study 
has been the exploration of fac tors related to the re settl e ­
ment of mi grant adults  i n  New York SGate . 
Differences among groups o f  resettled , intrastate , 
and interstate migrant adults have been analyzed in the 
areas of formal education received , reading achievement , 
attitude s toward reading , and socio-economic and cultural 
factors chosen as important reas ons for re settlement . 
Two que sti onnaires have been developed by the researcher 
t o  aid in thi s study . Possible relationships betwe en atti­
tude s toward reading and reading achievement , between 
reading achievement and formal education , and betwe en 
?u:J-;'pose • 
... -.. - - -
- - - - · . ·-· -- ,: 
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attitude s toward reading and sex have also been explored .  
Research dealing with adult migrant workers has been 
very sparse , largely due to  the ge ographic  isolation of 
.. 
their living quarters and the tendency of work�rs , crew 
leaders , and employers to be suspicious of outsiders who 
enter migrant labor camps and home s in search of informa-
tion.  Participants in thi s  study were 81 migrant adults 
who attended adult basi c  educati on �utoring sessions con-
ducted in their home s by the Migrant Education Programs 
at the State University College s at Brockport , Fredoniq , 
New Paltz ,  and One onta . This population was chosen for 
i t s  accessibility to the re searcher and its  willingne s s  
t o  participate i n  a que stionnaire format . 
C onclusions 
The results of this  study provi de support for the 
premi se that resettled migrant adults have comple ted 
more years of educat ion and have higher levels of reading 
achievement than current interstate migrant adults , although 
the latter di fference \Nas not significantly so . 
Howeve� , the intrastate migrants in thi s  study 
slightly surpassed re se ttled migrants in both years of  
e ducation and reading achievement . Thi s finding may be 
... 
interpre ted in one of  three ways . First and most  impor­
tantly , since the group of rese ttled migrants was compri sed 
--~····-·=>.,, 
, 
- .. "'"'""""�· .. . .  
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of both former interstate and former intrastate migrants ,  
it  is  possible that differenc e s  between the two w�re ob­
s cured by grouping them into one category . ( Bureau of  
... 
Migrant Educati on rec ords do not 'differentiate whether 
resettled migrants formerly moved between states or within . 
the state to obtain work in agriculture ) .  I t  i s  possible 
that if  the resettled group c ould be separated into two 
c ategories , resettled interstate migrants would surpass  
current interstate migrants and resettled intrastat� mi� 
grants would surpass current intrastate migrants in years 
o f  educati on and reading achievement . - ··-second , intrastate 
migrants may have higher score s because the educati onal 
system in New York �ate is  superi or t o  those in the South 
and Southwest ( the home base s  for the vast ma j ority of  
interstate workers ) ,  causing intrastate migrants to stay 
in school comparatively longer and to achieve c ompa�atively 
more . �hird , the maj ority of intrastate migrant workers 
work as dairy farm hands ; the ma j ority are Caucasian .  
Although they often move from c ounty to c ounty to work 
for different farmers , intrastate workers typically do 
not perceive themselves as migrants nor are they viewed 
as such by th e c ommunity . Intrastate migrants may tend 
�· 
to  be better assimilated into rural schools and c ommuni ties 
as  they move from j ob to j ob than interstate migrants ,  
---.-~ 
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who are more likely to be . Afro -American or Hispanic in 
e thnic background . 
Adults  with high reading achievement in thi s  s tudy 
" 
tended to have completed more years of school than adults 
with low reading achievement , but not significantly more 
so . Th& �ange of years of education for low achievers 
.was veJ.'Y wide , indicating that s ome low achievers had 
attended at least a portion of high school . The l ow 
functi oning level of  these  students might be related to 
limited academic abiliti e s , learning difficulties , and/or 
·social promotion pofi-cies  practiced by some s chools . It 
should be noted that the levels of reading achievement 
for all thre e groups of migrants - resettled ,  interstate , 
and intrastate - as measured by a standardized test , were 
approximately 2! to 3 years below the average grade levels 
c omplete� by each group . 
No signi ficant di fference s  in attitudes toward reading 
were e stablished in this  study - either among groups of  
rese ttled ,  interstat� , and intrastate migrants ,  between 
groups of adults with high and low reading achievement , 
or between males  and females . A pos sible explanati on for 
the lack of relationships between any of these  variables 
may be attributed to the fac t that the .range of responses  
on the attitudinal que stionnaire was not as  wide as that 
o f  the que stionnaire design ,  and therefore the instrument 
-. .... -."J�. -� . 
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c ould not discriminate sufficiently between fairly neutral 
re spondents ( Jackson & Lahaderne , 1 967 ) . Also , a problem 
with all s elf-report measure s i s  that the re spondent s may 
attempt to  deceive the researcher  of their true attitude s 
and try to  present themselve s in what they perceive to  
be  the most favorable light ( Jaccard , Weber & Lundmark , 
· 1 975 ) . This  may be e spe cially true of  adults . 
Reasons indicat�d as important fact ors for re settle­
ment by both resettled and intrastate migrant adults em­
phasized basic needs - a house to live in ,  a car , year­
round work , the opportunity to make more money, and easier 
access to medical services . Two other factors which were 
viewed as important reasons t o  resettle were the avail ­
ability of  better schools and j ob training i n  the area . 
The affe ctive variabl-e of liking one ' s •work was also 
important for both groups . 
The group of re settled migrants also  indic�ted that 
s everal other variables had been very important in their 
decisi ons to resettle in an area within New York State , 
which the intrastate migrants did not indi cate would be 
very important reasons for them . Among these  factors 
were two which again reflected an importance of educati on 
for the re settled group - that their children had liked 
the schools they attended or had complained about not 
wanting to change schools another time . Financial 
76  
planning was also involved · - c o stin9 less  to  live in the 
given area , �aving money saved ,  and finding i t  easier to 
obtain financial help . Having a fair boss , being tired 
of moving , and having relative s in the .  area were al so 
rated as very important factors by re settled migrants .  
On the other hand , intrastate migrants indicated that 
two factors would be very important reasons for re settle­
ment which re settled migrants had not found to be s o � 
These were having someone in the fami ly who was too s ick 
or too old to move any longer . It  i s  likely that the se 
differenc e s  surfaced between the two groups because of 
the slightly different nature of the task presented to  
them in completing the que sti onnaire . Current migrants 
were instructed to indicate whi ch factors would be  important 
i f ,  hypothetically speaking ,  they were deciding t o  re ­
settle . Resettled migrants ,  howeve r ,  were asked to  indi ­
cate which factors had actually been important in their 
own de ci sions . Given a hypothetical situation,  i t  seems 
probab�e that most p�rsons would rate serious family ill­
ness  or infirmity as a very important fac tor . The ma j ority 
of  resettled migrants ,  however , answered that in their 
own situations , no one in their families  had been seriously 
ill or infirm when they decided to stop moving , so that 
those factors had not been important to them . 
Short-answer re sponses  to  que stio�s directed at the 
) 
-- . ... . . . ""'. -� .. ;. -
' 
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aspirati ons of migrant adults for themselve s and for the ir 
children indicated that the - ma j ority of adults who parti ­
c ipated in the study had hopes of  leaving agricultural 
.. 
labor in favor of other j obs . H owever , the percentage 
o f  resettl ed migrants expressing a desire t o  work outside 
o f  agriculture was larger than that of  intrastate migrants .  
· Sixty-eight percent of  resettled  migrants who were presently 
working in agricultural-related labor or were unemployed 
hoped that in five years ' time they would be working in 
o ther occupations . For intrastate migrants , the percentage 
o f  persons who aspired to other types of j obs was 57% . 
Whether migrant families  resettle be cause they desire to 
work in other occupations or whether once they do re settle , 
they see the possibilities for work outside migrant labor 
cannot be  determined from thi s study . 
In terms of aspirati ons for their children ' s  futures ,  
both resettled and intrastate migrants tended most often 
to  reply in one of three ways to the questi on ,  '�hat would 
you like to see your children do when they leave s�hool 
or graduate from school? " The most frequent response s  
o f  both groups could b e  divided into three categorie s  of  
almost equal occurrence :  to get good j obs or good-paying 
j obs , to go to college , and to do whatever they choose to 
d o  or whatever intere sts them . From the re spons e s  i t  i s  
evident that a maj ori ty of both re se ttled and intrastate 
7 8 
migrant adults aspire for their children to  have care ers 
in  other than migrant labor •. 
for Future Research 
In order to affirm some of the c onclusions sugge sted 
by thi s  study , replicati on should be attempted on a larger 
s cale , to jnclu�e mo�e �n�erstate migrants and Engli sh 
a s  a Sec ond Language participants . Divi sion of the 
re settled category into two groups - re settled interstate 
migran� and resettled intrastate . migrants - might bring 
more differences  between current and former migrant s to 
l ight . It  would be also worthwhile to  c ompare intrastate 
migrants in New York State with those in other states  to 
see if  the latter also  tended t o  have c ompleted more years 
o f  education and have higher reading achievement than 
i nterstate migrants . A larger study c ould also c ompare 
the responses of migrant adult e ducation participants and 
non-participants . In order to accomplish such a wide -
ranging repli cation of thi s  study , it  may be necessary 
t o  pay or in some other way , to  reward ·, migrant workers 
for their participation in the research . 
Many other factors which may be related to the abil­
i ty of migrant adults to re settle remain to be explored . 
_,. 
For example ,  is  age related to re settlement? Is  the num­
ber of children in the family or the age s of the children 
• 
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related t o  resettlement? Are there differences  among 
groups of  interstate , intrastate ,  and re settled migrant 
adul ts in their viewed locus  of  control , problem solving 
s kills , or de sire for immediate versus  future gratifica­
t ion? It  seems likely that several variables , rather 
than any one factor , enable a family to  leave the migrant 
· stream .  
The development o f  valid  assessment techniques  has 
been ,  and continues to be , a problem in attitude re searc h .  
Reading attitude scales need t o  b e  refined to  better dis ­
criminate between persons with positive and negative 
attitude s toward reading . The refinement of  a reading 
attitude assessment would make it feasible to investigate 
s everal other que stions for thi s  parti cular group . For 
example , how well do teacher ratings of student at·ti  tude s 
c orrelate with self-reports? Is there a relationship be ­
tween years of formal education and attitudes toward read­
ing? Do those with more positive attitude s toward reading 
show greater improvement in adult education pre to post 
test reading growth? Related to  that question is  the 
following one - can attitude be a pre dictor of reading 
. achievement or vice versa? Finally , in spite of their 
demanding work schedule s ,  do migrant adult.s with more 
posi tive attitudes toward reading spend more time reading 
o r  have more reading materials in the�r home than migrant 
so 
for the Field 
• 
Results of thi s  research indicate that , of the three 
groups of migrant adults studied , the intrastate migrants 
had the greate st assets in terms of formal education and 
.reading achievement . Although intrastate migrants ,  dairy 
farm hands for the most part , may be ·highly mobile within 
the state , they usually do not c onsider themselves as 
migrants , nor are they considered as such by the community . 
This finding may also  speak for a better education offered 
in New York State in compari son to that in the home base 
s tate s  of interstate migrants .  
Interstate migrants were indeed the lowest of  the 
three groups in years of educati on and reading achievement . 
Interstate migrants are characteristically the most dif­
ficult to  serve educati onally b ecause of the ir very high 
mobili ty ,  long work hours , and ge ographic  i solati on . 
This study points to the need to  c oncentrate the attenti on 
of  migrant education toward thi s  particularly disadvantaged 
group of migrants .  
While the mean years of education for the three groups 
ranged from approximately sixth through ninth grade and 
· were consi stent with previous reports in the literature , 
the actual functioning levels in reading for the three 
--~---···---_., 
' 
Implications 
-�-·-···-···· -"--� 
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groups ·wer·e- · mucn-lciwer .  Means o'f reading achievement 
ranged from approximately third through sixth grade ! 
Obvi ously , the educational needs  for interstate , intra-
• 
s tate , and resettled migrants are all great . 
Surpri singly ,  in view· of  the common aasumpti on that 
mi grant workers typically have large families  and in view 
. of the report of' an average family size  of 5 . 39 for migrant 
workers ( "An Assessment o f , " Vol . 1 ,  1 976 ) , the mean 
number of children repo�ted by resettled migrants as 
dependent upon them for support was 2 . 3 .  The que stion 
of  whether resettlea migrants tend to have smaller families  
than current migrants remains to  be explored in future 
research . 
The top aspiration of intrastate and �esettled  migrants 
alike for their children was that they would go on to 
c ollege . Most migrant parents in thi s  study were · inter­
e sted in a good education for their children.  
Finally , the ma j ority of intrastate and re settled 
migrants in this study have aspirati ons for themselve s 
other than farmwork . Thi s  study has pointed toward a 
tremendouB need and de sire for provi sion of educati onal 
and occupati onal retraining for migrant adults . The 
greate st obstacle , tne characteristic lack of public 
transportati on in rural areas , cannot be allowed to 
block delivery or receipt of these  service s . 
' 
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Dear 
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October 17 , 1978 
. . . .  · . .  
- . � • I) 0 
• 
After a year and a half of corrtact with ·migrant families in the 
Brockport area , I am stiil intrigued by the fact that some migrant 
families choose to resettle in our area while others continue to follow 
the crops . Consequently , I have chosen to explore differences between 
groups of true and resettled migrant adults in a research study being 
conducted on my own time .  
Your cooperation , as well as that of your MABE tutors and students , 
in obtaining data will be greatly appreciated as a means of obtaining 
a broader picture of migrants throughout New York State as well as a 
larger , more statistically reliable sample . Completion of question­
naires should not take more than fifteen minutes of tutor-student 
contact time . In addition , please see that a Student Data form is · 
completed for each adult who participates in the survey . ( Directions 
for completion of these forms are attached ) .  
If you or your tutors have any questions or comnents after reading 
the directions , please call me at (7 16 ) 3 95-2 3 5 6  or 3 95-2419 . If you 
run short of questionnaires ,  I will be happy to mail more . Please 
return all data to me at C7 Campus School , SUC Brockport no later 
than 17 , 1978 . · 
A copy of the research prospectus is enclosed for your further 
reference . The results of this study will be submitted as partial 
fulfillment of the requirements of a Master ' s  Degree in Reading at 
the State University College at Brockport . I will be happy to share 
those results with you . 
· 
Thank you in advance for your help . 
Yours truly , 
laura B .  Neale 
MABE Coordinator , Brockport 
Enclosures : Directions , Research Prospectus , Student Data Forms , 
Attitudes Toward Reading Questionnaires , Reasons for Resettlement -
Form A, Reasons for Resettlement - Form B 
Urban Suburban Center for Innovation in Education 71 6-395-2274 
State University of New York College at Brcxkpori Brockport, New York 14420 
November 
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DIRECTI ONS 
Each migrant adult participating in the MABE program 
should c omplete two questionnaire s .  (Do  not include 
rural poor participants in thi s  surv�y ) .  
1 .  Attitudes  Toward 
• 
Tutors , please read the que sti onnaire aloud and 
allow students to  mark their own choice s .  They 
should be instructed that we are looking for 
their opinions ; there are no right or wrong 
answers .  Di scuss  the two example s  to make 
sure student s understand that they have four 
choi ces for an answer .  
2 .  Reasons for Resettlement 
Thi s i s  where it  might get c onfusing . There 
are two alternate forms . A student should 
c omplete either A or B ( not both ! ) .  
Form A for Re settled Adults  require s 
them to think back to  the time when they were 
deciding to stay in thi s  local area and to 
remember what was important in deciding to stay . 
Tutors , please read items aloud and allow stu­
dents to mark their own reasons . If they are 
unable to write their own answers to the 4 
que sti ons on the last page , please write their 
answers down for them . 
Form B for True Adult s  ( interstate and 
intrastate") asks them to  think of an area where 
they would like to resettle and then answer the 
re st of the que stions with that plac e in mind . 
Tutors , please read items aloud and allow students 
m mark their own reaqons . If  they are unable 
;o write their own answers to the 4 questi ons 
on the last page , please write their answers 
down for them.  
C ontinued , Next Page 
Reading Questionnaire 
Questionnaires 
Migrant 
or 
Migrant 
·� -·---·---"""�' 
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A Spanish translati on i s  available for ESL students  who 
cannot understand the que stionnaires in English .  However ,  
t o  b e  accurate , the tutor should b e  bilingual in order 
to  read the items in Spani sh . I f  thi s  i s  not the. case , 
d o  not i nclude the se students in  the survey .  
For each student who completes  the que stionnaires , the 
tutor or MABE Coordinator should fill in the information 
asked for on the : 
3 .  Student Data Form, which I hope i s  self­
explanatory . Thi s information i s  crucial to  
the analysi s  of the data so  please giva as  
accurate information as  pos sible . Note that 
the total number of instructi onal hours refers 
to combined total to date for 1 97 7 -7 8  and 
1 97 8-79 . Al so  please be sure that the�A . T .  
score reported i s �e earliest  test score avail­
able for the student , i . e .  last year ' s  pretest  
score if  there i s  one . 
Return by November 17 , 1 97 8 .  Good luck and thanks ! 
Laura B .  Neale , MABE C oordinator · 
C7  Campus School , SUC Brockport , Brockport , NY 14420 
�· 
1 .  Student Name 
STUDENT DATA FORM 
,. 
2 .  Ethnic 
( Choo s e  one : Jamaican ,  Puerto Ri can , 
Mexi can American , American Indian , Whi t e , Other -
Please Specify) . 
J .  Migrant Status 
(Acc ording to migrant census records , report e i ther : 
resettled , interstate , or in�rastate ) .  
4 .  A )  C . A . T .  Prete st  Score ( grade �uivalent ) 
{ Sc ore r&ported when the student first entered 
the MABE Pro j ec t . If  the adult first partici ­
pated in tutorial instruction during the 1 97 7 -7 8  
year , report that pret e s t  sc ore instead of  thi s  
year ' s  score ) . 
B )  Ilyin Pretest  Score ( raw sc ore ) 
5 .  Total Number of Instructi onal Hours to Date 
( Inc lude both 1 97 7 -7 8  and 1 97 8 -7 9 )  
6 .  Tutorial Center  Reporting 
(Ex .  - Brockport , New Paltz , One onta , etc . ) 
. ---·· ... -. -- . 
Background 
· Afro-Americian, 
or 
., . 97 
ATTITUDES TOWARD READING QUEST IONNAIRE 
Name Date  
Man or  Woman ( Circle one ) Age 
• 
Last grade completed 
in school In what state or c ountry? 
Directions : Listed below are several oplnl ons about 
reading .  Please listen as each one i s  read aloud . After 
each statement has been read , put an X in the b ox that 
de scribe s  the way you feel - Strongly Agree , Agre e ,  
Di sagree , or Strongly Di sagree .  First try the two 
e xample s  below .  
Ex . A .  
Children should b e  taught 
to  read in school . 
Ex . B .  
I would rather get 
for Chri stmas than 
else . 
a book Strongly . 
n n 
1 .  I believe reading i s  Strongly 
the basic sub j e ct for 
all school work . 
2 .  Books are boring . 
J .  There is nothing to 
be . gained from 
reading , 
4 .  Books usually aren ' t  
good enough, to fini sh . 
Strongly 
Strongly 
Strongly 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree [ I I I I 
a ythi ~gree Agree· Disagree Disagree 
! ! l I 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
1 I l I I 
I . 
Attitude s Toward Reading 
5 . There are many books  
which I hope to  read . 
6 .  Reading i s  something 
I can do wi thout . 
Questionnaire 
Strongly 
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7 .  Children will want to 
read if they see  the ir 
parents reading . 
8 .  There are very few 
things I find inter­
e sting to read . 
9 .  Reading is  very impor­
tant to me . 
1 0 . Reading i s  easy . 
1 1 .  I like to read to 
learn about people . 
1 2 .  Reading keeps me 
informed . 
1 3 . Reading i s  too 
complicated . 
1 4 .  I read a lot . 
1 5 .  Reading just d o e sn ' t  
appe13-l to me . 
1 6 . I am seldom in a 
mood to read . 
L 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Jisagree [isagree I I I 
... 
· 1 
I 
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_ _ _ . .  Atti tude s  __ 'r_Qwax_cLR�.8:ding Que sti onnaire 
1 7 . I seldom get any new 
ideas from reading . 
Strongly Strongly 
.. 
1 8 .  Reading take s too  
much concentration .  
1 9 .  Reading helps you 
think about things 
in a new way . 
20 . I l ike to read . 
Agree Agree 
I ! 
Disagree Disagree 
I I 
1 0 0  
CUESTIONARIO  SOBRE ACTITUDES HACIA EL LEER 
Nombre 
H ombre o Mu j er ( Indi que ) 
I 
Fecha 
Ed ad 
• 
Ultimo grado que 
termin6 en la escuela 
I I LEn que estado 
I o pal s? 
I 
Direcci one s :  En la sigui ente li sta Ud . enc ontrara varisa 1 opini one s con re specto a leer . Por favor escuche y de spues 
d e  que 9ada pregunta ha sido leida ponga una X en el c a j on 
que esta de acuerdo c on su opini 6n - C ompletamente De 
Acuerdo , De Acuerdo , En Desacuerdo , C ompletamente En 
Desacuerdo . Primero examine l o s  sigui entes  dos  e j emplos .  
E j emplo A .  
· "' I Los nlnos deberlan 
aprender a leer en 
la escuela . 
E j emplo B .  
Me gustari� recibir 
un libro mas que 
cualquier otro 
regalo en Navidad . 
1 • 
2 .  
) . 
Creo que leer e s .  
la base para el 
traba j o  escolar . 
Los libros 
aburren.  
�· 
• I • • Nlngun beneflcl o  
se  obtiene 
leyend o .  
C ompleta­
mehte 
De De 
Acuerdo Acuerdo 
C ompleta­
mente 
De 
Acuerdo 
De 
Acuerdo 
C ompleta­
mente 
En En 
Desacuerdo Desacuerdo 
C ompleta­
mente 
En En 
De sacuerdo Desacuerdo 
i . L. 
··--- ·· ·· --... ·�•.;.-... ; 
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-.-.- -· .- Guest.ionarJ.o .. S_qbre _ Ac t.i tl)des Ha9ia eJ.. _Le�p . -, 
4. 
Completa- Gomple.ta-
. > mente mente 
�,1bros no son _ De De En En lnte.l?esa,n�es como .kuerdo Acuerdo Desacuerdo Desacuerdo para termlnar de 
Jeer los. __1_ 
5. Hay muchos 
libros los 
cuale8 espero 
poder lGer. 
6'. Leer es una cosa 
que no me hace 
falta. 
7. Los ni:?os 
desearan leer si 
sus padres leen. 
8. Hay muy pocos 
libros que me 
interesan leer. 
9. Leer es muy 
10. 
11. 
12. 
iiJlportante para J ml. 
/ . Leer es fac1l. 
Me gusta leer 
para saber y 
aprender de 
personas. 
Leyendo me man-
tengo informado. 
J 
[ 
-.-.. 
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Cue stionario Sobre Actitude s Hacia el Lee r  
1 J . 
1 4 .  
1 5 . 
1 6 . 
1 7 . 
1 8 .  
1 9 .  
20 . 
Leer es muy 
complicado . 
Yo l e o  mucho .  
CffiWBt�ta-
De De in 
Acuerdo Acuerdo .  De sacuerdo De sacuerdo 
• 
Leer no me 
a trae •.. · ---- _ · - - - - .. 
Muy derrepente 
me s i ento con 
ganas de leer . 
Leyendo rarave z 
c onsigo nuevas 
i dea s . 
Leer requiere 
much a /cone en- ' traci on .  
Leer ayuda a 
pensar de 
ciertas casas en 
una forma nueva , 
Me gusta leer . 
-! 
. .._ 1 0.3 
REASONS FOR RESETTLEMENT ·QUESTIONNAIRE - FORM A 
,,. 
Name Date 
__ ,,. Directions : Think back about your family ' s  deci s i on to  
remain in thi s  area of New York State for a year or  longer . 
What influenced your decision to  stay? Look over the li st 
below as i t  i s  read al oud . �nswer each que stion by put­
ting an X in the Ye s or No b ox .  I f  your answer i s  No , 
go on to the next questi on .  I f  your answer i s  Ye s ,  then 
put an X in the box which shows how important a reason 
that was for deciding to stay here - Very Important , 
S omewhat �l!l:Por:-t_ant � __ or:.. N_ot  Important . 
For exampl e :  
A .  Did your family 
l.ike it here? 
Yes No 
Very Somewhat Not 
B .  
1 • 
2 .  
If  h . t t yes ,  ow 1mpor an 
a reason was that for 
staying? 
· 
. 
Did you have 
a dog here? 
If yes ,  how important 
a reason was that for 
staying? 
Did you have Yes  No  
relative s here? 
If ye s ,  how important 
a reason was that for 
staying? 
C ould you make 
more money here 
than s omeplace "' 
else? 
If ye s ,  how important 
a reason was that for 
staying? 
Very 
Very 
Somewhat Not 
Somewhat Not 
. 
1 
. ,, 
Important Important Important 
! L I l 
Yes No 
I I l 
Important Important Important 
I l I ! 
Im£ortant Important Important L l 
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Reasons for Resettlement Que sti onnaire - Form A ,  C ontinued 
J .  
4 .  
Were you tired 
of moving all 
the time? 
No 
Very Somewhat • Not 
If  ye s ,  how 
was i t? 
· t t 1mpor an 
. 
Did Y<?U--��ve . .  
a car? 
If  ye s ,  how important 
was i t? 
5 .  Did you have 
children in 
school? 
· I 
6 .  
Did they like 
the school 
here? 
I f  ye s to  both 
ques tions , how impor­
tant was it? 
Did you like 
your j ob here? 
�f y� s � how important 
was 1 t . 
7 .  Did you have 
work which 
would last all 
year round? 
If  ye s ,  how important 
was i t? 
--.! .. - .. ..,,... -- •• 
__ ...... "'l\. Yes 
r 1 ] 
Important Important Important 
I I I f 
..... -1 t---~- J 
I l 
I . ! . 
[ 
...... --··
·
·-.. ·.-. ... ..,. ... )'o� 
1 0 5  
-Rea-sons- fo.r -Res.e.tt�emerit Que sti onnaire - Form A ,  C ontinued 
8 .  Was it  easier to  
get medical Yes No 
help here? Very Somewhat Not 
If ye s ,  how 
was i t? 
important 
Did you have 
friends here? 
If  y� s ,  how important 
was 1 t? 
1 0 . Did you have 
children in 
school? 
Were they c om­
_plaining about 
not wanting to  
phange schools ·j 
again? 
-If ye s to  both 
que sti ons , how impor-
tant was it? 
1 1 .  Were you or 
some one else 
in your family 
too sick to  move? 
If  ye s ,  how important 
was i t? 
1 2 .  Did it· ·c ost  
to live here? 
If  y� s ,  how important 
was �·1 t? _ 
Important Important Ifilportanj I . i I . 
9, I I I 
I 
j 
I 
I 1 ! 
less\ I I 
[ { 
, _'\,___ ------ --- ,__ -- -- - -
1 0 6  
R easons �or Resettlement Questi onnaire - Form A ,  C ontinued 
1 3 .  Could you or 
some one else in 
your family get 
training �or a 
new j ob here? 
Yes No 
If ye s ,  how important 
was i t? 
1 4 .  1rJere you - or 
some one else in 
your family get-
ting too old to 
:rp.ove so  much? 
I� ye s ,  how important 
was i t? 
1 5 .  Did you like 
the weather 
here? 
If ye s ,  how important 
was i t? 
1 6 . Did you have 
money saved up 
so you c ould 
afford to stay 
here ? 
If yes ,  how important 
was i t? 
1 7 . Did you have a 
house to live 
in here? 
I� yes ,  how important 
was i t? 
_____ _..,J ... -- ~-
.. Very· Somewhat Not 
Important Important Important 
L I I l 
I. 
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Reasons for Resettlement Que sti onnaire - Form A ,  C ontinued 
1 8 .  Were schools 
better here? 
Yes No 
Very . Somewhat Not 
If yes ,  how 
was it? 
. t t 1mpor an .. 
1 9 . Did you have a 
fair boss  here? 
If ye s ,  how important 
was it? 
20 . Was it  easier 
to get 
help here? 
If  y�s ,  how important 
was 1t? 
2 1 . Were there any 
other reasons 
you decided to 
stay here? 
2 2 .  What were those  reasons? 
Please answer the se  four questions : 
1 .  Describe the work you are doing now . ( If you stay at 
home to take care of your children , . write "homemaker . "  
If there i sn ' t any work for you right now , write 
"unemploye d . " ) 
2 .  Describe the kind of  work you would like to be  doing 
five years from now . 
r 
financialj ___ l 
[ 
D 
1 0 8  
_ .Rea_s o_n_s. f.Qt _.H.!?.R.�-��-:l,�ment Questi onnaire - Form A ,  Continued 
3 .  How man·y of your children depend on you ·ror support 
now? ( If you do not have any children , just write  
none ) . 
• 
4 .  What would you. like to s e e  your children do when they 
leave school or graduate from school? 
- -· - ' ---·-- -·�- ··- �,.-.-- -
1 0 9  
Nombre Fecha 
CUESTIONARIO SOBRE RAZONES PARA QUEDARSE 
EN LA MISMA AREA - FORMA A 
Dir7ccione s :  1 7  Piense en la decisibn que su familia� tomo para en a Estado de Nueva York por un ano I • , f] . / d . . I o ·  mas . 1n _uencl o  su e c 1 s1 on? 1 
2 )  Observe la lista que sigue despues  de 
las instru�q iopes � Y  � j emplos . E scuche atentamente a la 
· persona que lee las preguntas .  
3 )  C onte s�e cada pregunta , escribiendo una ' 
X en las ca j i tas para SI o NO . 1 4 )  Si su c onte staci on es  No , pase � la 
s igui·ente pregunta . 1 5 )  Si  su contestaci bn e s  Sl , ponga una X 
en la ca j �ta indicando la importancia que las razone s 
dad�s en e sta lista tuvieron es su dec i si bn de quedarse 
aqu1 -:- Muy Importante , Importante , o No important·e . 
P or e jempl o :  
A .  
B .  
' I e.Le gusto ,a su familia esta 
J area? 
I Sl  No 
ITJ 
, . I I 
c Si les  gusto el area , 
qu� impo�tante fu� 
esta razon para 
que darse? 
• I cTen1a Ud . un 
perro en su 
cas a? 
I S1 No 
[[] 
Muy No 
� Si Ud . ten{a un perro , 
I • f I Muy No lmpo�tante ue
razon para 
quedarse? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
aue 
6st2. 
ciuedarse 
C Qu.e' 
~mportante Ireportante Importante 
l l 1 
Irnportante Importante Import2.nte [ l I l 
1 10 
Cuesti onario Sobre Razone s Para Quedarse en la Mi sma Area -
Forma A 
1 .  cTenia Ud . 
familia aqu{? 
dsi 1� conte�taci�n 
t Muy No e
f
s ,s7 , t
qu� 1�por an 
ue es  a razon para 
quedarse? 
2 .  Ud . ganar 
d '  I mas lnero aqul 1 
que en otro 
lugar? 
I • • I c S7 la qonte stacl on e s  
Sl , importante , f - fue e sta razon para 
quedarse? 
J ,  dEs�aba Ud . 
cansado de 
mudarse a cada 
rato? 
Muy No  
I • I I c Sl 1 sl , que fue esto? 
4 ' I d , cTenla U • un 
carrQ? OJ 
's . ' ' . t ... c. l , Sl , que ,lmpor an ce 
fue esto? 
5 .  LTenia Ud·. hi j o srn 
en la e scuela? • I 
t Le s  gusto la rn 
e scuela aqu.i? 
I ,• ( c Si c ontesta Sl � las 
2 preguntas ,  q.ue 
importante fue e sto? 
--~ ...... -.1•, . 
.. 
e Jmportante /Importante Importante [ ! =] 
ll (01 
que Importante Importante Importante 
I ! l I 
[I] 
1 1 1  
Cuestionario Sobre Razone s Para Quedarse en la Misma Area -
Forma A 
6 .  
I , 1 S1 No c Le gusto su / 
ITJ traba j o  aqu1? Muy No 
's . ' 
·· 
1 . t ' t c 1 , s1 , que 1mpor an fue e sto? 
' I �Enc ontro 
traba j o  para m 
todo el ano? 
, • I I 
importante e sto? 
8 .  cEra m�s facil 
conseguir cui ­
dad9 medico 
aqu1? UJ 
1 0 . 
• . I I • c.S1 1 s1 , que 
fue e sto? 
' i cTen1a Ud . . am1gos UJ 
cSi ; s
f , qu� 
fue e sto? 
iTenfa Ud . 
en la escuela? 
dSe que jaban sus 
-
hi j os del cam- · OJ 
bio de escuelas? 
• • I c S1 conte sta s1 � las 
2 preguntas ,  que r-----------�--------�-----------{ 
importante fue esto? 
7 I 
cSi encontro, que 
fue 
Importante- Importante Importante· · 
el I I I 
1. 
important e. 
' aqui? 
1 1 2  
C uesti onari o Sobre Razpnes Para Quedarse en la lVIi sma Area -
.Forma A 
1 1 . 
I 
c'Estaba Ud . 0 
algui en en su 
familia enfermo 
para poder mudarse? " lVIuy No 
dSi 8{ , qu� 
1 2 .  cCostaba menos rn 
vivir aqul? 
'S • I I ' t c 1 1 s1 , que 1mpor fue e sto? 
1 3 . cPodia Ud . o 
algui en en su 
familia recibir 
entrenami ento 
para conseguir 
• I 
un me j or traba-rn 
J O  aqu1? 
' • J I • t cSl .sl , que 1mpor 
fue e sto? 
1 4 .  cEstaba Ud . o 
alguien en su 
familia demasi -
ado vi e j o  para OJ 
moverse? 
c si ,si , qu� 
fue e sto? 
• I 1 5 .  c Le gusto el 
clima aqui? []] 
c Si  , l:?.i , que 
fue e sto? 
Si No [TI 
importantefmportante Importante Importante 
fud esto? _ J . j j 
importantef 
~----~----__L_ ___ __J 
1 1J 
Cuestionario Sobre Raz one's Para Quedarse en la Mi sma Area -
Forma A 
1 6 .  
1 7 . 
' 
cTuvo Ud ., ahorr-
I Sl  No 
ado algun din­
ero que le 
ayudo a que :... 
darse aqul? m 
c Si si , qu� I fue -e sto? 
Muy 
' I cEnc ontro Ud . 
una casa en quem 
vivir aqu:l? 
. 1ft  
No 
c Si ,sf , qu� 
fue e sto? 
1 8 .  cEran las e?cue -
1 9 . 
20 . 
la� de aqul m 
me J or? 
. • i I • cS1 1 s1 , que 
fue e sto? 
• I 
cEnc ontro 13n 
buen patron 
aqui? m 
. • ' i • t Sl 1sl , que 
fue e sto? 
I I / • cEra mas facll 
c onseguir ayuda[C
I I • I ec onom1 ca aqu1? 
c si 1 s:L , qu� 
fue e sto? 
�· 
cTuvo Ud . 
algunas otras 
razone s que le 
ayudaron a 1 
quedarse aqu1? m 
21. 
importar:te-1-----r 
importar:te,c,-------~-------~-----~ 
I 
importaE~E;r,_, ____ -__ 1_-_,_,----=--==-~ __ ! --
• , __ ___j 
1 14 
Cuestionario Sobre Razone s Para Quedarse en la Mi sma Area -
Forma A 
• I 2 2 .  �Cuale s  fueron e sas razone s? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ror favor conte ste e stas cuatro preguntas :  
1 .  Describa la clase de traba j o  que Ud . hace  ahora . ( Si 
se queda en casa cuidando a sus .hi j o s , e scriba "ama 
de casa . " Si no e st� traba j ando , e scriba "de sempleado . " ) 
2 .  De scriba la clase de  traba j o  que le  gustarfa hac er 
de spu�s  de cinco afios . 
' I • • 3 .  e Cuantos  ge sus hl J OS dependen de Ud . por sustento o 
mantenci on? ( Si no tienen hi j o s ,  escribe ninguno ) .  
. ; I 4 .  c Que le gustarla que sus hi j o s  hagan cuando salgan de 
la e scuela o cuando terminen la e scuela? 
• 
1 1 _5  
Name Date 
REASONS FOR RESETTLEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE - FORM B 
Directi ons : If  your family were going to l ive in the same 
place for more than one year , where would you lik� to  live? 
( Name the closest town and the s tate it  is in) . 
_ What reasons would be importan�in help-
ing you decide to stay there? Look over the list below 
a s  it  i s  read aloud . After each que stion ,  put an X in 
the box which shows how important that reason would be in 
dec�ding to stay in the same place for more than one year -
V ery Important , Somewhat Important , or Not Important . 
For example :  
A .  If your family liked 
there , how important 
reas on would that be 
for staying? 
i t  
a Very Somewhat Not 
B .  If you had a pet dog 
there , how important 
a reason would that be 
for staying? 
1 .  If you had relative s  
there , how important 
a reason would that 
be for staying? 
2 .  I f  you could make more 
Very Somewhat Not 
Very Somewhat Not 
money there , how 
tant would that be? 
3 .  If you had a car there , 
how important would 
that ;_.be? 
Important Ireportant Important [ I ! ! 
Important Important Important 
l I I I 
Imnortant Important Important [ ! I i 
impor 
1 1 6  
Reasons for Resettlement Que s ti onnaire - Form B 
4 .  If you were tired of 
moving all the time , 
how important would 
that b e? 
5 .  If' your children liked 
the school there , how 
'important would that 
be? 
Very Somewhat 
. 
6 .  If  you liked your j ob 
there , how important 
would that 
7 .  If you had work which 
would last all year 
round , how important 
woul d that be? 
8 .  If ft  were easier to  
get medi cal help there , 
how important would 
that be? 
9 .  If you had friend s  
there , 'how important 
would that be? 
1 0 . If your children were 
c omplaining about not 
wanting to change 
schools again ,  how 
important would that 
be? 
1 1 .  If you or some one else  
in your family were too  
sick to  move , how 
L 
�:�ortant would that 
be? 
Not 
Important Important Important 
I I l a ! 
1 1 7 
-- ., Rea-sons- fGJ; ---Re s-e.ttlement Que sti onnaire - Form B 
1 2 .  If i t  c ost less  to  
live there , how 
important would that 
be? 
Very Somewhat Not 
1 3 .  If you or someone else 
in your family c ould 
get training for a 
new kind of j ob there , 
how important would 
that be? 
14 . If  you or someone else 
in  your family were 
getting too old to 
move so much , how im-
portant would that 
1 5 .  If you liked the 
weather there , h ow 
importan� would that 
be? 
1 6 . If you had some money 
saved up so you c ould 
afford to stay there , 
how important would 
that be? 
1 7 . If you had a house to 
live in there , how 
important would that 
be? 
1 8 .  If schools were better 
there_, how important 
wouJ:·d that be? 
•-,r-o -· • M .~, • ..... - .... ~. ( 
Im:ortant Important Important 
l I I ~ I 
[ 
L_~_......__ 
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· - - -- ·Reas-on:s · for Reserttiement Que sti onnaire - Form B 
1 9 If  h d f · b Very Somew
hat Not 
• you a � alr
ta !���� , t��� �:�or n 
20 . If i t  were easier to  
get financial help 
there , how important 
would that be? 
• 
2 1 . Are there any other reasons why you would stay in 
a plac e for more than one year? ( Ye s  or No ) 
2 2 .  What are those  reasons? 
Please answer these  four que sti ons . 
1 .  De scribe the work you are doing now . ( If you stay at 
home to take care of your children , write  "homemaker . "  
If there i sn ' t any work for you right now , write 
"unemployed " ) . 
2 .  Describe the kind of work you would like to be  doing 
five years from now . 
) . How many of your children depend on you for support 
now? 
4 .  What �would you like to see  your children d o  when they 
leave school or graduate from school? 
~
88Important Important Important I I ! I 
Nombre Pecha 
CUESTIONARI O  SOBRE RAZ ONE$ PARA QUEDARSE 
EN LA MISMA AREA - FORMA B 
1 1 9  
Direccione s :  c Si su familia tendr{a que quedarse � VlVlr en 
un mi smo lugar por mil s de un ano , d6nde le gustaria vivi r? 
el nombre del pueblo y 
razone s serfan importante� en su de quedarse  
alll? Observe la  sigui ente l i s ta al  momenta que e s  leida 
y de spu�s de cada pregunta ponga una X en el  ca j 6n que 
indica la 7 importancia que para Ud . tienen las r�z one s que l e  ayudar1an a quedarse en el  mi smo lugar por mas de  un 
ano - Muy Importante ,  Importante , o No Importante . 
Por e j empl o :  
A .  t Si a s u  familia l e  I Muy No  gusta ese lugar , que 
importante seria e sta 
, razon para quedarse? 
t'Si Ud . tuviera un M N ' 1 • uy o perro  alll que lmpor-
tante serf� e sto en 
deci si on de quedarse? . 
1 .  dsi Ud . tuvi era familia 
alli , 1qu� importancia 
tendr1a e sta en su 
deci si o'n de quedarse? 
2 ,  cSi Ud . pudiera ganar 
mas dinero all� , que 
L importante ser1a e so? 
J .  isi yd . tuviera un carro 
all} '· que importante serla e so? 
(Diga 
cQue 
.B, 
• ·" - "='-r " 
estado). 
---~-------decision 
Importante Importante Importante 
1· I I =:J 
Importante Irr.portar.te Importante 
8 ] ! I I 
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Cuesti onari o S abre Raz one s Para Quedarse en la Mi sma Area -
Forma B 
Muy No 4 .  dsi Ud . e stuvi era can-' sado de mudarse , que 
importante seria e so? 
5 .  dsi sus hi j o s  g�star9n 
la e scuela allt , que 
importante ser1a e so? 
6 .  c Si a Ud . le  gu�tara 1 el traba j o  alll , que 
importante serfa e so? 
' . I . ? .  cS1 Ud . tendr1a traba J o  
todo el aijo ,  que 
tante ser1a eso?  
8 .  6Si fuera m�s f�ci l  
conseguir cuidado 
1d  • 1 1  I I • me 1co  a l , Jque lm-portante ser1a e s o? 
9 .  cSi Vd ·  tepdrfa amigo s  
all� , que importante 
ser1a e s o? 
1 0 . cSi sus hi j o s  no 
qui si eran cambiqrse 
de e scuelas , · que 
importante seria e so? 
1 1 .  �Si alguien en su 
fami lia e stuvie se muy 
enfe:mo para mover�e ,  
que 1mportante s er1a 
eso?-· 
Imnortante Importante Importante 
1 I I I 
.. 
1 2 1  
Cuestionari o Sobre Raz one s Para Quedarse en la Mi sma Area -
Forma B 
1 2 . ds
l
i
l
9osta�a . meno
t
s 
a 7 ,  que 1mpor an 
ser1a eso? 
13 . t Si Ud . o alguien en 
su familia pudie se 
recibir entrenami ento 
para q ons.e9uir me j or 
emp}eo , que 
ser1a e so? 
1 4 .  cSi Ud . o alguien en 
su familia e staria 
demasiado vie j o  para I . moverse ,  �ue lmpor-
tante ser1a eso? 
I • • 1 5 �  cS1 le  gutara e1 c�1ma 
all� , qu� importante 
ser1a e so? 
1 6 . dsi Ud . tuviera al�n 
dinero ahorr�do p�ra 
quedarse a111 , 1 que 
importante ser1a e so? 
1 7 . tSi Ud . tendria . casa ,  
para vivir alli , que 
imp or tan te serl.a e so? 
1 8 .  iSi las e scu�las fueran 
me j ore s all1 , 
importante ser1a e so?  
19 . cSi  c onsig-qiera lJD 1 
buen patron alll , que 
importante seria 
... ~~ .... -~ ·-· '• 
. . Muy No 
vitvirrm;ortante Im;ortante Imoortante 
e I I' I. I 
[ 
[ _ ___....,.. _ ___.__ ____ 
I 9,ue 
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Cuestionario Sabre Razone s Para Qu·edarse  en la Mi sma Area -
Forma B 
20 . tSi fuer� m�s faci l  Muy No  c onse
6
,g�nr ay
1
u
1
1a , econ m1ca a 1 1 que . 
• importante ser1a e so? 
/ 21 . iHay a19unas otras ra� one s por las que 1Ud . se quedar1a en al gun lugar por mas de un ano? ( Sl o No ) 
2 2 .  
. I �Cuale s  son e sas  raz ones? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Por favor conte ste las siguientes  cuatro preguntas :  
1 .  
2 .  
Describa la clase de traba j o  que Ud . hace ahara . ( Si 
se qu.eda en casa cuidando a s11s hi j o s ,  e scriba "ama 
de casa , " Si no e sta traba jando , e scriba " d e sempleado " ) . 
( De scriba la clase de  traba j o  que l e  gustar1a hacer 
de spu� s de  cinco ano s . 
• I • • J ,  cCuanto s  de sus hl J O S  dependen de Ud . por sustento o 
mantenci bn? ( Si no tiene hi j o s ,  e scribe ninguno ) .  
• l I 4 .  tQue le gustar1a que sus hi j o s  hagan cuand o salgan de 
la e scuela o cuando terminen la e scuela? 
,· 
s: xraN:trdd\f 
1 2 3  
•  
1 24 
Verbatim Answers to Short -Answer Que stions 1 & 2 ,  
Reasons for Rese ttlement 
Form A (Re settled Migrants )  
Question 1 .  De scribe the 
work you are cbing now . 
( !f you stay at home to 
take care of your child­
ren,  write "homemaker . "  
I f  there i sn ' t any work 
for you right now , write 
"unemploye d . " ) 
1 .  packing apple s  
2 .  El traba j o  que yo 
ago e s  saed los  buches  
J .  Mi traba j o  e s  en una 
gran ja de pollos 
4 •  empleada un obrera 
5 .  trabaj os generale s  
fall s paltry 
6 .  traba j os generale s -
fr�er pollo y hacer e ggs 
p oll s 
7 .  labor 
8 .  I work mostly around 
the co0ler and do various 
j obs including driving 
trucks , tractors , fork­
lift ;  making and stacking 
apple boxe s ;  si zing and 
_ labeling boxe s ,  etc . 
9 .  CETA ··- j ob training 
secretary 
Que sti on 2 .  Describe. the 
kind of work you would like 
to b e  doing five years from 
now . 
1 .  working as of casher 
2 .  guiar un trok 
J .  traba jar en una casa de 
fami lia 
4 .  cuidar ni�os en una casa 
de beneficencia 
5 .  trabajar en una inti tuci bn 
bancaria 
6 .  s ecretaria 
7 .  me gustaria traba jar en 
un h o spital 
8 .  I would like to be play­
ing music or working wi th 
IBM as a c omputer keypunch 
operator . 
9 .  secretary . 
1 0 . I ' m empl oyed pre s erving 1 0 . up·o1 9tering and mi s s i on 
food ; homemaker work 
uestionnaire 
1 1 .  homemaker and milk 
c ows 
1 2 .  homemaker 
1 3 .  student ; work for 
Oneonta Janitorial 
Service ;  homemaker 
1 4 .  homemaker ; cleaning 
woman in rest home 
1 5 .  farming 
1 6 . hDmemaker 
17 . I work at Barbers 
as a sales  clerk 
1 8 .  liomemaker 
1 9 .  wife � homemaker 
husband -� farmer 
20 . homemaker , farmer 
21 . unempoloyed 
22 . home maker 
23 . homemaker 
24 .  homemaker 
25 . unemployed 
· 26 . none 
27 . I am a custodian in 
the Albi on Central School  
District . 
1 25 
11 . own my own re staurant 
1 2 .  I don ' t  know , probably 
farmwork . 
13 . the same thing .. 
14 .  don ' t  know 
1 5 . farming 
1 6 . art & writing or paper 
work 
17 .  owing my own store 
1 8 .  h omemaker 
19 . wife � homemaker 
husband � farmer 
20 . I will be to  old to  work 
farmwork 
21 . nurse work 
22 . I won ' t  be  working . 
23 . I like to do some nurs­
ing after my children are in 
school . 
24 . babysitting 
25 . I would like to  be a 
nurse .  
26 . automobile mechanic 
27 . Head custodian in one 
of the schools 
2 8 .  homemaker but I will 
start on a new j ob Monday 
as a recepti oni st 
29 . unemployed 
JO . homemaker 
28 . a · nurse 
29 . secretaryal work 
JO·. don ' t  know 
1 26 
.. 
31 .  homemaker - unemployed )1 . anykind maybe factory 
) 2 .  homemaker 
J J . homemaker 
J4 . homemaker 
selling toys - Amway and 
Tri -Chem 
35 .  unemployed 
)6 . cleaning cabbage 
3? .  packing h ouse -
potatoes 
}8 . working in General 
Electric 
32 . secretary 
JJ . no answer 
)4 . selling the same things 
35 . taking care of little 
children 
)6 . . working in an offi c e  and 
helping pe ople 
37 .  working as a machini s t  
J8 . I would like to be play­
ing in an establi shed band . 
1 27 
Verbatim Answers to Short-Answer. Questions 1 & 2 ,  
Reasons for Re settlement 
Form B ( Intrastate Migrants )  
Que sti on 1 .  Describe the 
work you are doing now . 
Uf  you stay at home to 
ta.ke care of your child­
ren , write "homemaker . " 
I f  there i sn ' t  any work 
for you right now , write 
"unemploye d . " )  
1 .  homemaker 
2 .  homemaker ,  four 
children 
3 .  homemaker 
4 .  maintenance 
5 .  homemaker ,  two kids , 
part time housecleaning 
6 .  homemaker for 4 
children 
8 .  graniner 
9 .  homemaker 
1 0 . I am pre sently employed 
, at an egg farm as a certi­
fied candeler . Thi s means 
that I pi·ck out cracks , 
bloods , double yolks , and 
B eggs . 
Que sti on 2 .  De scribe. the 
kind of work you would like 
to be doing five years from 
now . 
1 .  homemaker 
2 .  key punch operator 
3 .  taking care of old pe ople 
like my grandma 
4 .  no answer 
5 .  nurse ' s  aid work 
6 .  I am happy being a wi fe 
& mother but five years from 
now i t  may be  nice  to  be  work­
ing wi th children or older 
pe ople part-time . 
8 .  no 
9 .  I wotild like to be in  
some kind of management posi ­
tion i Preferable in the 
clothing industry . 
10 . I would like to  get my 
high school diploma and then 
get a j ob as a beautian or 
s ecretary . 
1 1 .  farm lab or on a poul- ,1 1 .  
try farm with the hope wi th 
owning my own dairy farm 
1 2 .  I am pre sently a la- 1 2 . 
b orer on a poultry farm . 
1 2 8  
owning my own dairy farm 
no plans for future 
1 .3 .  unemployed 
14.  unemployed 
13 . nursing 
14.  no answer 
l 29 
Verbatim Answers to Short-Answer Que sti ons 3 & 4 ,  · 
Reasons for Re s ettlement 
Form A ( Resettled Migrants )  
Question 3 .  How many of 
your children depend on you 
for support now? 
1 .  one 
2 .  ninguno 
3 .  :r;.inguno 
4 .  dos  hi j os 
5 · dos 
• 1\. '  n1.nos  
6 .  uno 
7 · 1 
8 .  2 
9 · 6 
1 0 . 4 
1 1 .  two 
1 2 . three 
13 . 2 
1 4 .  all four 
Question 4 .  What wou�d you 
like to see  your children do  
when they leave school  or  
graduate from school? 
1 .  I d on ' t know . 
2 .  no se  todavia 
3 .  Me gustaria que siguieran 
e studiando en la universidad 
que fueran licenciados 
4 .  sigan estutianto una 
carrera universi taria 
5 ,  que estudien en la uni ­
versidad 
6 .  un traba j o  profesi onal 
7 .  I would like my child to  
be a musician . 
8 .  I would rather them be 
what they want to be . 
9 .  what ever they like 
1 0 . go into the line of work 
they are most intere sted in 
1 1 . go to c ollege 
1 2 .  ge t a good j ob and support 
thems elves 
1 3 .  good j obs 
14. marry and have a happy 
li fe 
Questionnaire 
1 5 .  both ( 2 ) 
1 6 . both of them 
1 7 . 2 
1 8 �  all 5 !  
1 9  I 3 
20 . all 3 �f· ·them · 
21 . 1 
22 . four 
23 . 2 
24 . 1 
2 5 �  one 
26 . three 
27 I 3 
2 8 . 4 
2 9 . 4 
30 . 6 
3 1 . n:o' answer 
1 30 
1 5 . have a good paying j ob 
1 6 . go on in to college 
1 7 . get a good j ob 
1 8 .  work at Kodak o� being 
a mechanic 
1 9 � what ever they want to 
do 
20 . what ever they choose  
21 . To  be a house wife 
22 . I like my oldest to be  
a meniac . And Shawn to b e  
a wre sler or Boxer . 
23 . go to college 
24 . don ' t  know 
25 . daughter - teach school 
son - body man 
s on - architect  
26 . go to c ollege 
27 � get married to go to  
c ollege 
28 . anything that intre sts 
them 
29 . have a j ob they en j oy 
30 . find good j ob s  that 
they like 
3 1 . get a good paying j ob 
with goo d  bene fits for health 
and the j ob ( I ' d  like ) for 
them to be not a hard labor 
field type work but fac tory 
or busines s  j ob .  
3 2 .  one 
3 3 - 3 
34 . none 
3 5 .  none 
36 . 3 
37 . 1 
131  
32 .  get a good j ob 
33 . get a good j ob mey like 
and be  happy 
34 . none 
3 5 .  no answer 
36 . to get good j obs  
37 . I want to see  my son 
doing anything that he wants . 
As long as he can think f'or 
hims el f .  
• 
1.32  
Verbatim Answers to  Short-Answer Questions .3 & 4 ,. 
Reasons for Resettlement 
Form B ( Intrastate Migrants ) 
Que stion J ,  How many of 
your children depend on 
you for support now? 
1 .  one 
2 .  none 
.3 .  0 
4 .  .3 
5 .  two 
6 .  All 4 depend on my 
husband for financial 
things and me for a clean ,  
happy home . 
7 .  none 
8 .  all 
9 .  0 
1 0 . no answer 
1 1 .  none 
.. 
Que stion 4 .  What would you 
like to see  your children do  
when they leave school or  
graduate from school? 
1 .  whatever she wants to do  
2 .  go to  collage s 
J ,  have none 
4 .  leave i t  up to them 
5 .  to get a j ob they would 
really like . As  a mother I 
fee l  the j ob they choose i s  
entirely the ir own choi c e , · 
their happy with . 
6 .  I would like them to have 
a j ob they enj oy and do well 
at . One that would financial ­
ly take care of  them and 
their  spouse & or children 
without any seri ous hardships . 
Would al so  like to  see  them 
travel some and enj oy all 
the di fferent and beautiful 
plac e s  in thi s  country . 
7 .  I con ' t  know . 
8 .  have a good j ob 
9 , I would like to see  him 
go to c ollege . 
1 0 . Sinc e  I ' m  s ingle and I 
am not married yet ,  I d on ' t  
have anything . t o  say . 
1 1 .  go to  c ollege and find 
some half way good j ob 
Questionnaire 
" 
1 2 .  1 
1 3 . 2 
133 
1 2 . I would like to  see her 
heading toward c ollege or  a 
career . 
13 .  whatever they preferred 
• 
, __ -,,, 
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RAW DATA 
Migrant Migrant Sex Ethnic Last Where CAT P..tti- Hcurs 
Education Status* Back- Grade Rea-ding tude of  In-
c·enter at C omple- C ompre - Score struc -
·ted h ensi on tion 
( grade 
equiva-
Brockport 1 M 35 Jamaican 0 Jamaica 0 51 . 5  0 
" 1 M 31 Jamaican 5 Jamaica 0 6o 0 
.. 1 M 38 Jamaican 6 Jamaica 71 0 
I I  1 M 2 8  Jamaican 3 Jamaica . 6  72  0 
II 1 M 36 Jamaican 4 Jamaica . 6  58 0 
II 1 M 38 Jamaican 4 Jamaica . 6  65  0 
" 1 M 23 Mexican 6 Mexico  2 . 9  68  20 . 75 
" 1 M 43 Afro-Atne r .  7 Florida 2 . 4  66 . 5  3 
" 1 M 27 Afro -A mer . 1 1  4 . 5 0 r 
II 1 M 20 Afro-Atner . 1 1 5 . 6  q ,  
63  6 II 1 F 20 Afro -Ainer . 1 1 Florida 7 . 2  .. 
" 2 F 29 Caucasian 8 New York 4 . 8  55 21 . 25 ,_. 
I....V 
*1 = interstate "' 
2 = intrastate 
3 = resettled 
Completed 
ground 
lent) 
Migrant Migrant Sex Ethnic Last Where CAT Atti- Hours 
Education Status Back- Grade Reading tude  of In-
C enter at Com- Compre- Sc ore struc -
hension ti on 
( grade 
equiva-
Brockport 2 F 1 7  Caucasian 8 New York 6 . 0  58 1 
II 2 F Caucasian 7 California 9 . 8  52 14  
" 3 M 20 Caucasian Spec . New York 69  8 
Educ . 
II 3 M 44 Afro -Amer .  0 Florida 0 69  76 . 25 
I I  3 F 27 Caucasian 1 1  New York 3 . 8  58 9 . 5  
II 3 F 1 8  Caucasian 10 New York 4 . 2 53 50 
" 3 F 39 American 7 New York 6 . 4  53 91  
Indian 
,, 
I I  3 F 47 Caucasian New York 7 . 1  55 23 . 7,5 
I I  3 F 29 Afro -Amer . 9 s .  Carolina 7 . 3  73 15 . 25 
" 3 F 40 Caucasian 10 New York 7 . 3  60 1 40 . 25 .. 
" 3 F 17  Mexican 7 NeW York 7 . 6  6 2 . 5  26 
American 1-' \..V 
0'-
I I  3 F 20 American 
Indian 10 New York 7 . 8  58 93 . 25 
Completed 
ground 
pleted 
lent) 
Migrant Migr?-nt Sex Ethnic Last Where CAT Atti - Hours 
Education Status Back- Grade Reading tude of In-
C enter at C om- Compre - Sc ore struc -
hension ti on 
( grade 
equiva-
Brockport 3 F 23 Cauca�ian 10  New York 8 . 4  61  58 . 25 
" 3 M 29 Mexican 6 Mexico  8 . 4  68  1 36 
American 
II 3 F 46 Caucasian 10  New York 9 . 6  66 82 . 5  
" 3 F 29 Caucasian 9 New York 1 0 . 1  7 5 16  
" 3 M 24 Caucasian 8 New York 1 0 . 3  65  4 
" 3 F 1 8  Caucasian 8 New York 1 3 . 2  76  31 . 25 
F-redonia 3 F 23 1 1  New York 73  
" 3 F 34 9 Penn .  63 . 5 
" 3 F 35 10  Florida 76 
New Paltz 1 M Mexican I 1 .yin 84 
America,.n 0 
• 
" 1 M Mexi can Ilyin 6 
American 0 I-'-\.JJ 
-..J 
Completed 
ground 
pleted 
lent) 
Migrant Migrant Sex Ethnic Last Where CAT Atti - Hours 
Educati on Status Back- Grade Reading tude of In-
C enter at C om- Compre - Sc ore struc -
hension ti on 
( grade 
eauiva-
New Paltz  1 M Mexican Ilyin 52  
American 0 
II 1 M Mexican Ilyin 74  
.American 0 
It 1 M Mexic.an 
American 0 Ilyin 7 8  
0 
I t  1 M Mexican Ilyin 1 3 
Ameri can 0 
" 1 M Mexican Ilyin 1 3  
American 36 
" 1 M Jamaican 1 0  
II 1 M Jamaican 0 0 8 
II 1 M Afro-Amer . 7 . 8  • 1 1  
" 1 M Afro -Amer . 9 1 . 7  1 2  � 
""' 
II 1 M Afro-Amer . 1 0  2 . 1 1 8  CP 
" 1 M Afro -Amer . 9 2 .  2 '  33 
completed 
ground 
plete_d 
lent) 
Migrant Migrant Ethnic Last Where CAT Atti - Hours 
Education Status Back- Grade Reading tude of  In-
C enter at Com- C ompre - Sc ore struc -
hension tion 
( grade 
equiva-
N ew Paltz  1 M Bahamian 2 . J  1 2  
" 1 M Jamaican 2 . 4  1 2  
" 1 M Jamaican 2 . 5  9 
" 1 M Bahamian 2 . 5  1Q 
" 1 F .31  Afro -Ainer . 1 1  New York 5 . 4  7 6 1 0  
" 1 F Mexican 5 . 4  
American 
" · 1 M Afro -Amer .  7 . 3  1 5  
" 1 F 7 . 1  .30 
" 1 F 1 1 . 7  .3.3 
" 1 F 1J . 6  1 5  
" 2 M 27 Caucasian 1 1  New York 8 
.. 
6 5  
5 . 6 76 
1-' " 2 F 2.3 Caucasian 9 New York 1 6 8 . 5  \..U \,() 
" 2 F 1 9  Puerto 1 0  New York 5.3 . 5  
Rican 
Completed 
ground 
pleted 
lent) 
Migrant Migrant Sex Ethnic Last Where CAT Att i - Hours 
Educati on Status Back- Grade Reading tude of In-
C enter at Com- C ompre - Score struc -
hension ti on 
( grade 
\ equiva- : i 
New Paltz  2 F 29 Caucasian 9 New York 6o 
II 3 F 35 Columbian 2 C olumbia Ilyin 66 34 
9 
San San 
" 3 M 32 SaJvador Salvador Ilyin 63 20 
1 8  
" 3 F 40 C olumbian 1 0  Columbia . 8  70 . 5  90 
" 3 F 29 San San . 8  6 1 . 5  J 8  
Salvador Salvador 
" 3 M 24 Puerto 1 0  Puerto L J  70 40 
Rican Rico  
" 3 M 38 Puerto 8 Puerto  1 . 7  56 40 
Rican Rico  
" 3 M 24 Jamaican 8 Jamaica 1 . 9  7 7  7 8  
II 3 F 1 8  Columbian 1 0  Columbia 2 . 2  .. 69 7 6 · 
" 3 F 21  Afro -Amer .  8 U . S . A .  3 . 6  7 2  59 . 5  I-' � 0 
" 3 M 20 Caucasian 1 1  New York 4 58 
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Oneonta 2 F 27 Cauca s ian 8 New York 3 . 4 57 1 4.3 
II 2 F Cauca s i an 10  New York 3 . 5  58  1 11 
II 2 F 26 Caucasian 1 1  New York 5 . 7 47 1 1 2  
II 2 M 32 Caucas ian 8 New York ? . 6  7 5 92 
" 2 F 29 Caucasian 10  New York 8 . 7  6o 92 
I I  .3 F 48 Caucas ian 7 New York 2 . 7 69  1 27 
II .3 F 31 Caucasian 10 New York 4 . 8 54 1 37 
II 3 F 48 Caucasian 6 New York 5 . 2 74 94 
\ 
' " 3 F ]2 Caucasian 10  New York 8 . 4 74  46 
I I  3 F 32 Caucasian 1 1  New York 8 . 8 6.3 7� 
I I  3 M 35 Caucasian 1 1  New York 1 .3 . 3 6.3 4 . 5;· .. i ' 
I-' 
..{::"' 
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